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ᤈੀMessage 
from the CEO

Ms. Ronna CHAO
Chief Executive O!cer
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Dear Friends of Bai Xian, 

Time flies…it is hard to believe that Bai Xian Asia 
Institute (BXAI) has embarked on its third year of 
operations.  As we move forward, it is essential to 
reflect on the past for valuable guidance in mapping 
out goals and directions for the future.  BXAI is 
an organization that continuously self-evaluates 
by measuring against clear strategic plans, key 
performance indicators, sound data, and relevant 
assessment metrics.  Although it is a significant 
challenge, we are committed to our goal of promoting 
peace and fostering regional collaboration through 
the provision of intercultural and interdisciplinary 
educational opportunities, building bridges across 
cultures. 

Following our founding mission and vision, and with 
the backing and encouragement of our partner 
universities and many Bai Xian supporters, we have 
reached a number of important milestones in 2016.  
Several notable ones include:

Ŏ� Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program 
(AFLSP) scholarships granted to our second cohort 
of 100 Asian students to study abroad in East Asia;
Ŏ graduation of our first cohort of 54 AFLSP Scholars; 
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Ŏ� successful completion of the BXAI Summer 
Program 2016 at Waseda University; and

Ŏ establishment of the Bai Xian Alumni Initiative 
Award to motivate and support our Scholars and 
alumni to develop socially responsible action plans 
to positively impact their communities.

Our current cohort's 100 Scholars pursue their 
studies in the 16 universities in our network located 
across Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, 
and Korea. Their areas of academic concentration 
are wide ranging, including but not limited to 
master's programs in business administration, double 
degree programs in global political economy, and 
undergraduate studies in environmental science. As 
for the first 54 AFLSP graduates, some have begun 
their careers in international business, while others 
have organized initiatives towards cross-cultural 
collaborative learning. You will find some of their 
stories and actions in the ensuing report.

The three-week Summer Program was successfully 
completed at Waseda University in August 2016.  
The Summer Program curriculum was designed 
with a focus on five topics as they pertained to East 
Asia and the rest of the world.  Together with 55 
experts from academia, business, government, social 
entrepreneurship and the arts, our Scholars  explored 
Science and Sustainability, Long-lasting Peace in 
East Asia, Influence of Popular Culture in East Asia, 
Poverty Issues in Asia and Globalization, and Aging 
Society and Women’s Role in Asia.  To encourage 
further collaboration between our Scholars beyond 
the Summer Program, the Institute launched the Bai 
Xian Alumni Initiative Award.  We hope that the Award 
will inspire our Scholars to build communities and 
solve problems together, using the AFLSP network as 
a catalyst for growth. 

Relationships are the cornerstones on which BXAI 
and the AFLSP are built.  Establishing a robust 
alumni network is one of our key strategic goals. We 
wish to build a rich ecosystem that supports human 
connections, provides opportunities for collaboration, 
and fuels the continuous growth of the AFLSP.  To 
that end, we have ramped up our e"orts in engaging 
our Scholars and alumni through regular gatherings, 
events and the ongoing development of an integrated 
online platform.  In 10 years, over 1000 Scholars will 
have benefitted from and connected through the 
AFLSP.  With the mutual friendship and understanding 
built through shared experiences and the support 
of the Bai Xian Community, these individuals will be 
bolstering and extending the many bridges they build 
across cultures.

As I express my heartfelt gratitude to the overwhelming 
support and participation of our partners and friends, 
and the dedication of my colleagues at BXAI, I 
invite you to join us as we cultivate new channels 
of collaboration on unconventional programs and 
initiatives to enrich the AFLSP experience.   Let us 
journey together towards a colorful, harmonious, and 
conflict-free modern Asia.

Yours sincerely,

Ronna CHAO
Chief Executive O!cer 
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Bai Xian Asia Institute (BXAI) and the Asian Future 
Leaders Scholarship Program (AFLSP) were 
established in January 2014 following the vision 
of our Honorary Chairman, Mr. Ronald K.Y. CHAO, 
his family, and close associates that education and 
personal relationships form the foundations of 
bridges across cultures.
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Bai Xian Asia Institute oversees the development 
and implementation of the Asian Future Leaders 
Scholarship Program. This Program enables 
students and leading universities from across Asia 
to learn from and engage with one another, and to 
develop a sense of community and shared value 
through intercultural and interdisciplinary learning.  
At its core, BXAI holds the belief that education 
is the most e"ective catalyst to a better shared, 
common future for Asia and the wider world.  By 
strengthening understanding and trust between 
the peoples and educational institutions of East 
Asia, BXAI seeks to promote lasting friendships and 
relationships that will bridge gaps across cultures 
and serve the broader international community.  
Through the AFLSP, BXAI has a unique opportunity 
to harness the hearts and minds of young students 
who will play an active role in creating harmony 
amongst nations.

Mr. CHAO’s vision of the transformative potential in 
cross-cultural education is shared by his daughter, 
Ms. Ronna CHAO, and the other Founding Members 
of the Institute, Mr. CHAO Kee Tung, Mr. David MONG, 
Mr. Masaaki OGINO, and Mr. Shinichiro WATARI.  In 
addition to her leadership role as Chief Executive 
O!cer of BXAI, Ms. Chao is Chair of the Executive 
Committee and the Board of Governors.  Under her 
leadership, the Board of Governors oversees all of 
BXAI’s operations, honoring its pledge to act with 
honor and integrity, and delivering best-in-class 
philanthropic leadership to transform lives. 

The academic leadership of BXAI is overseen by 
Prof. WOO Chia Wei, who acts as President of 
the Institute. He is supported in this role by the 
Academic Committee, comprising five eminent 
academics who ensure that academic rigor is kept 
at the core of BXAI’s programs. 

BXAI is also privileged to have the support of an 
Advisory Council whose membership includes 
some of Asia’s most distinguished business and 
civil society leaders.  The Institute benefits greatly 
from their collective expertise and experience in 
determining a robust strategic direction now and 
into the future. 

BXAI upholds five core values:
• Social equality in access to opportunities

• Excellence in philanthropic  
 leadership to transform lives  

• Respect for diversity in the local  
 and global community  

• Value honor, integrity and truthfulness

• Engage people and nations in active  
 dialogue to uphold peace

BXAI seeks to become a beacon for the promotion 
and provision of scholarships for cross-cultural 
education within Asia.  Our programs aim to deliver 
best practice in international, interdisciplinary 
education and our growing alumni network will 
actively contribute to achieving a prosperous, 
sustainable and conflict-free modern Asia. 
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these relationships when they are young and open-minded, not seeking to gain 
anything out of them other than shared learning, experiences and friendship…
Not all of the Scholars will become future leaders, but they all will have had the 
experience of understanding some of the intricacies of East Asia, and will return 
to their home countries as ambassadors and advocates of good will.
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BXAI People
ጯᨲࢫᴚ

Advisory
Council

咨询委员会

Board of Governors
理事会

Management
管理层

Nominating
Committee
提名委员会

Executive
Committee
执行委员会

Academic 
Committee
学术委员会

Communication &
Development
Committee

沟通与发展委员会

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
http://www.bxai.org/en-us/who-we-are/about-us/honorary-chairman/

BXAI Governance Structure 

Ꮈᑪᴺᓕလຝ

Mr. Ronald K.Y. CHAO
Honorary Chairman, BXAI

Vice Chairman and Director, Novel Enterprises Limited

ኞضٌ᳑็
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺݷቘԪᳩ�
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 ADVISORY COUNCIL 
咨询委员会
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BXAI People 
ጯᨲࢫᴚ

Mr. Yutaka ASO
Chairman, Aso Cement Company Limited 
Chairman, Kyushu Economic Federation

麻生泰先生
Ἃኞဲ໌ୗտᐒտᳩ
Ԝᕪၧᘶݳտտᳩ

Mr. Koji TANAMI
Advisor, The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, 
Limited

田波耕治先生
ӣ៍ӳՂ෭ᘶᱷᤈᶶᳯ

Mr. Teisuke KITAYAMA
Chairman of the Board, Sumitomo  
Mitsui Banking Corporation 

北山祯介先生�
໌ୗտᐒӣԳ֘ᱷᤈ៰Ԫᳩ

Mr. Fumiaki WATARI 
Honorary Executive Consultant
JX Holdings, Incorporation

渡文明先生
-;ഴᙎ໌ୗտᐒឍಗᤈᶶᳯ

Mr. Mark SCHWARTZ
Senior Director, 
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.

史华兹先生 
ṛፐᵞࢫ៰Ԫ

Mr. XU Kuangdi
Vice Chairman of the Tenth National Committee 
of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative 
Conference 
Honorary Chairman of the Governing Board of 
Chinese Academy of Engineering

徐匡迪教授 
ᒫ܈قۅܐԆଅ
ӾૡᑕᴺԆଅݷࢫԆଅ̵ᴺॊ

Mr. Silas K.F. CHOU 
President and CEO, Novel Holdings Limited 

曹其锋先生 
ෛഴᙎᵞํࢫᴴݪلԆଅّᤈ

Mr. TUNG Chee Hwa, GBM
Vice Chairman of the Twelfth National 
Committee of the Chinese People’s Political 
Consultative Conference

董建华先生，大紫荆勋贤
ӾՈ࿆လࠟܐտᦓᒫ܈ԫقާտۅԆଅ

Mr. Masayuki MATSUSHITA
Vice Chairman of the Board,  
Panasonic Corporation

松下正幸先生
ຂӥኪԾӱ໌ୗտᐒۅ៰Ԫᳩ

Mr. XIANG Huaicheng
Director, China Development Institute 
Former Minister of Finance of China

项怀诚先生
Ӿ�Ⴎ�ᖓݳݎᎸᑪᴺቘԪᳩ�
᮱ᳩڹਹᨰ᮱

Mr. SHI Guangsheng
Former Minister of Foreign Trade and 
Economic Cooperation of the PRC 
Former Chairman, China Association of 
Enterprises with Foreign Investment

石广生先生 
ܻӾक़ᩆฃᕪၧ֢ݳ᮱᮱ᳩ
Ӿक़ࠟಭᩒմӱܐտܻտᳩ

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
http://www.bxai.org/en-us/abouts/advisory_council
Find Out More 详情请参阅:
http://www.bxai.org/en-us/abouts/advisory_council
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS  
理事会

BXAI People 
ጯᨲࢫᴚ

Ms. Ronna CHAO
Chief Executive O!cer,  
Novel Investment Partners Limited
Chairman, Novetex Textiles Limited

曹惠婷女士
ෛᩒಭᩒํᴴݪلᤈ
ὄᬡᕗᕢํᴴݪلԆଅ

Mr. Masaaki OGINO
Chairman, Fenix Group Holdings Limited

荻野正明先生
ӣἎᵞํࢫᴴݪلԆଅ

Mr. Charles Y.K. LEE, GBM, 
GBS, JP
Co-Founder and Consultant, Woo Kwan Lee & Lo

李业广先生，大紫荆勋贤, GBS, JP 
ᙲىᗔᤈېڠՈّሿձᶶᳯ

Professor ZHANG Junsheng
Chairman, Zhejiang University  
Development Committee 
Former Secretary, Zhejiang University Party 
Committee

张浚生教授 
ሿձၭय़ݎާտԆଅ�
ܻၭय़ؾԡᦕ

Mr. MA Yung Kit
Chairman,  
Lee Heng Diamond Company Limited

马墉杰先生
Ԇଅࢫ᱂Ꭺᵞيڥ

Mr. David T.Y. MONG
Chairman and Group CEO, Shun Hing Group
Chairman, Shun Hing Education and Charity Fund 

蒙德扬先生 
Ԇଅّᤈࢫᵞيמ
चᰂԆଅ࠺රᙙ݊يמ

Mr. CHAO Kee Tung
曹其东先生
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Holdings Limited

Mr. Shinichiro WATARI
Chairman, Cornes & Company Limited

渡伸一郎先生
&RUQHV�	�&RPSDQ\�/LPLWHG�Ԇଅ

Professor John LEONG Chi-yan 
SBS, JP
Chairman, Hong Kong Hospital Authority 
President Emeritus, Open University of Hong Kong 
Professor Emeritus, University of Hong Kong

梁智仁教授, SBS, JP
ḕ܅ᴺᓕቘੴԆଅ�
ḕلय़ឍջ໊ᳩ�
ḕय़ឍջරദ��

Professor WOO Chia-Wei (ex-o!cio)
Founding President,  
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

吴家玮教授
ḕᑀದय़໊໊ڠᳩ

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
http://www.bxai.org/en-us/abouts/bog_and_working_committee
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

执行委员会
BXAI People 
ጯᨲࢫᴚ

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
提名委员会 

COMMUNICATION & DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE  
沟通和发展委员会

Chair 主席
Ms. Ronna CHAO
Chief Executive O!cer,  
Novel Investment Partners Limited
Chairman, Novetex Textiles Limited

曹惠婷女士
ෛᩒಭᩒํᴴݪلᤈ
ὄᬡᕗᕢํᴴݪلԆଅ

Member 成员
Professor Angelina YUEN
Vice President (Student and Global A"airs) 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University

阮曾媛琪教授
ḕቘૡय़໊ۅᳩ��ኞ݊ሾቖԪۓ�

Member 成员
Mr. Shinichiro WATARI
Chairman, Cornes & Company Limited

渡伸一郎先生
Cornes & Company Limited�Ԇଅ

Chair 主席
Mr. MA Yung Kit
Chairman, Lee Heng Diamond Company Limited

马墉杰先生
Ԇଅࢫ᱂Ꭺᵞيڥ

Member 成员
Mr. William WONG
Chief Investment O!cer, Novel Investments 
Limited and Bai Xian Education Foundation

黄震龙先生
ෛಭᩒํᴴ̵ݪلጯᨲරᙙचᰂտಭᩒ

Member 成员
Mr. Masaaki OGINO
Chairman, Fenix Group Holdings Limited

荻野正明先生
ӣἎᵞํࢫᴴݪلԆଅ

Member 成员
Mr. Kazuma YAMAUCHI
山内一马先生
Founder CEO, KZM & Company Limited

Member 成员
Ms. Jean SUNG
Head of The Philanthropy Centre, Asia,
J.P. Morgan Private Bank

孙静瑾女士
ർ໑य़᭗ᐺՈᱷᤈߎ࠺ᧃ๐ۓӾஞԵၖ܄Ԇᓕ

Member 成员
Ms. Laura COZIJNSEN
Founder, Lighthouse Consultant Limited

高家玉小姐
ឯጸᶶᳯํᴴېڠݪلՈ

Member 成员
Mrs. Yvette Yeh FUNG
Chair, The Yeh Family Philanthropy 
冯叶仪皓女士 
Ԇଅ࠺࿄ਹ෧ݨ

Chair 主席
Mr. CHAO Kee Tung
曹其东先生
Managing Director,  
Novel Investment Holdings Limited

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
http://www.bxai.org/en-us/abouts/bog_and_working_committee
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ACADEMIC COMMITTEE 

学术委员会
BXAI People 
ጯᨲࢫᴚ

Chair 主席
Professor WOO Chia-Wei
President, BXAI
Founding President, 
Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology

吴家玮教授
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺᴺᳩ
ḕᑀದय़໊໊ڠᳩ

Member 成员
Professor Louis N.Y. SHEN
Former Director, Planning and 
Coordination O!ce at the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology 
Emeritus Professor, California State  
University, Fullerton

沈宁耀教授 
ḕᑀದय़ᒽې᧣ܐ݊ښԆձ
ឍջරദ໊ړᶷۦᒈय़ے

Member 成员
Professor CH’I Hsi-sheng
Former Dean,School of Humanities and  
Social Science, Hong Kong University of  
Science and Technology 

齐锡生教授 
ձḕᑀದय़Ո݊ᐒտᑀᴺᴺᳩڹ

Member 成员
Professor Jay Chung CHEN
Visiting Professor, Peking University
Visiting Professor, Taiwan Cheng Kung University
Professor Emeritus, 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

陈介中教授
۹Ղय़ݣკ౮ۑय़ਮଅරദ
ḕᑀದय़ឍջරദ

Member 成员
Professor Katsuichi UCHIDA
Assistant to the President for Global A"airs, 
Waseda University
President, US-Japan Research Institute

内田胜一教授 
圹ኦय़໊ᳩդቘ
෭ᗦᎸᑪᴺᴺᳩ

Member 成员
Professor Hidetoshi KOTERA
Former Executive Vice President, External 
Strategy, Knowledge & Technology Transfer and 
Innovation, Kyoto University
Professor, Doctor, Nanometrics Laboratory, 
Department of Micro Engineering,
Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University 
Bureau of CSTP of OECD
Special Adviser to MEXT
President of RIKEN

小寺秀俊教授
�ᳩ໊ۅՂ᮷य़ᤈڹ
�क़ᒽኼ̵ᎣᦩӨᑀದᑏ݊ڠෛ҂�
Ղ᮷य़य़ᴺૡᎸᑪᑀੜᎸᑪਰරദ

Find Out More 详情请参阅:
http://www.bxai.org/en-us/who-we-are/about-us/president-and-academic-committee
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Find Out More 详情请参阅:
http://www.bxai.org/en-us/abouts/ceo

Ms. Ellen ZHUANG
Assistant Associate,  
Communication  
and Development

庄园女士
ᶱፓۗቘ

Ms. Vonnie FUNG
Senior Manager, 
Communication  
and Development

冯佩珊女士
݊փᦔᩒႮᕪቘ

Mr. James LI
Assistant Associate

李皓庭先生
ᶱፓۗቘ

Ms. Kitty BIN
Administrative  
O!cer

卞洁咏女士
ᤈԆձ

Ms. Agnes 
YEUNG
Associate,  

Programs and  
Operations

杨宝玲女士
ᶱፓ݊០ᬩۅԆձ

Mr. Manson 
LEUNG
Assistant Associate, 
Communication and
Development

梁颢怀先生
ᶱፓۗቘ

Ms. Erica 
TSOI
Assistant Associate

蔡君茹女士
ᶱፓۗቘ

Mr. Daniel TO
Senior Associate, Programs 
and Operations

杜赞耀先生
ᶱፓ݊០ᬩԆձ

Professor  
WOO Chia-Wei

President
吴家玮教授
Ꮈᑪᴺᴺᳩ

Ms. Ronna 
CHAO

Chairman & Chief 
Executive O!cer

曹惠婷女士
Ԇଅ݊ᤈ

Ms. Deborah 
MEASOR

Manager, Programs and 
Operations 

美沙珮玲女士
ᶱፓ݊០ᬩᕪቘ

THE BXAI TEAM
百贤团队

BXAI People 
ጯᨲࢫᴚ



Asian Future Leaders 
Scholarship Program 
Եၖ๚ᶾᤥ�
ॹᰂᦇښ
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The Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program (AFLSP) is a Pan-Asian initiative that enables 
young Asian students to study abroad in leading universities across East Asia, take part in 
interdisciplinary and intercultural enrichment activities, and connect with like-minded peers 
and leaders from across all sectors in the Bai Xian Community.

The AFLSP provides scholarships to more than 100 Asian students each year, supporting 
their undergraduate, Master’s or Doctoral degree studies. Our network now encompasses 16 
Anchor and Participating Universities across 9 cities in Greater China, Japan and Korea.

Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښҁᓌᑍ̿ॹᰂᦇ̀ښ҂ԅଙጱԵၖኞڹ׀ஃӳԵਹኸጱ
տ牐՜ժ݇Өᑀ牏۸ጱս۸᧞ᑕ牧ଚӨጯᨲᐒᗭӾݱᤈӱጱᶾᤥ牧զ݊ப᪁ፘಭጱ
๏ᬰᤈԻၞ牐

ॹᰂᦇྯښଙᩒۗ᩻ᬦӞጯݷጱԵၖኞධॊ牏Ꮧॊܗॊ᧞ᑕ牐౯ժፓڹጱॹᰂᦇ
Өय़牐݇ጱ��ಅ໐ஞय़ٖࣁ૱Ԝӻउᶥ牏෭܄ᗑᕶᥟፍԧय़Ӿښ
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Participating 
Universities

参与大学

Anchor Universities
໐ஞय़

Participating Universities
݇Өय़

The University of Tokyo
ӳՂय़

Programs supported by the AFLSP at the Anchor  
and Participating Universities include:
Եၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇࣁښ໐ஞय़Ө݇Өय़ඪ೮ጱ᧞ᑕ۱ೡғ

Keio University
ଣଫԎशय़

Kyushu University
Ԝय़

3

Korea
ᶥ

Seoul National  
University
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़

1

1

1

Hitotsubashi University ICS  MBA Program at the Graduate School of International  
Ӟय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ�� Corporate Strategy 
ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖ᶱፓ  

Hong Kong University of  All Master of Philosophy (MPhil) degree programs
Science and Technology  ಅํ߽Ꮧॊ֖᧞ᑕ�
ḕᑀದय़

Kyoto University    All Master’s and Doctoral degree programs  
Ղ᮷य़� � ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Peking University    Master’s degree in China Studies at the Yenching Academy
 ۹Ղय़� � ᆱՂझӾᏗॊᶱፓ

� � All Undergraduate, Master’s and Doctoral degree programs
  (Japanese students only)
� � ಅํॊ牏Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ��׀ݝ෭ኞ�� � 

Waseda University   Undergraduate double degree programs at the School of  
ᑡኦय़�� � Political Science and Economics
� � လᕪၧᴺጱॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Zhejiang University  All Master’s degree programs  
ၭय़� � ಅํᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Fudan University  All Undergraduate, Master’s and Doctoral degree programs
॔෮य़� � ಅํॊ牏Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Keio University  All Undergraduate, Master’s and Doctoral degree programs
ଣଫԎशय़� � ಅํॊ牏Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Kyushu University  All Undergraduate, Master’s and Doctoral degree programs
Ԝय़� � ಅํॊ牏Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Taiwan University  All Master’s and Doctoral degree programs
�კय़ݣ � ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Seoul National University All Master’s degree programs
Ḓਫ਼ᒈय़� � ಅํᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Shanghai Jiao Tong University All Undergraduate, Master’s and Doctoral degree programs
ӤၹԻ᭗य़� � ಅํॊ牏Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

The Chinese University All Master’s and Doctoral degree programs
of Hong Kong    ಅํᏗॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ
詂Ӿय़

The University of Hong Kong All Undergraduate degree programs
ḕय़� � ಅํॊ֖᧞ᑕ

The University of Tokyo Selected Master’s degree programs
ӳՂय़� � ਧᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Tsinghua University  All Undergraduate, Master’s and Doctoral degree programs
Ⴔय़� � ಅํॊ牏Ꮧॊܗॊ֖᧞ᑕ�� 

Japanese Exchange Scholars 
෭Ի䟵ኞ

TOTAL
ᦇ 949554

8

1 1

5

-

1

14

2

2

1

1

14

-

-

-

1

2015  
Scholarship 
Awardees

奖学金获奖者

2016  
Scholarship 
Awardees

奖学金获奖者

7

9

15

9

14

10

10

15

14

18

9

1

10

14

10

-

20

1

Hitotsubashi University ICS
Ӟय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺ

Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology

ḕᑀದय़

Kyoto University
Ղ᮷य़

Peking University
۹Ղय़

Waseda University
ᑡኦय़

Zhejiang University
ၭय़

Japan
෭

Mainland 
China
Ӿय़ᴭ

Hong Kong
ḕ

Fudan University 
॔෮य़

Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University
ӤၹԻ᭗य़

Tsinghua University
Ⴔय़

The Chinese University  
of Hong Kong
ḕӾय़

The University  
of Hong Kong
ḕय़

Taiwan
კݣ

Taiwan University
კय़ݣ

Anchor  
Universities

核心大学

Partner Institution
合作学校

2014  
Scholarship 
Awardees

奖学金获奖者

AFLSP Scholars By Intake And University
ܲଙጯᨲᘏ੪य़
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AFLSP Scholars By Intake  And Territory
百贤学者地区分布

AFLSP Scholars Statistics 
(94 Scholars of 2016 Cohort)

百贤学者数据
�����ଙጱ��֖ᘏ�

20

0

40

60

50%  
Female

50%  
Male

32
39

29

0 1 3

7 7

1

5

9

19

24

14
15 15

21

7

66

11
12

Mainland
China 
Ӿय़ᴭ

Hong Kong
ḕ

Taiwan
კݣ

Japan
෭

Korea
ᶥ

*Other North East and 
 South East Asia

ٌਙӳ۹ԵӳܖԵ

2014 Scholarship Awardees
2014 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

2015 Scholarship Awardees
2015 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

2016 Scholarship Awardees
2016 ॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ

Bachelor degree
ॊ

Master
Ꮧॊ

Doctoral
ॊܗ

2016 Cohort ages range from 20 to 42
2016 ଙጱᘏଙἻړԅ20ᛗ42

The median age is 23
ଙἻӾ֖හԅ23

10 20 30 40

The most popular field of study was 
Humanities and Social Sciences
Ոᔄᑀ݊ᐒտᑀฎ๋ཻݑᬨጱᑀ

8

6

4

40

11

25

Language & Literature


Business & Economics
ࠟӱӨᕪၧ

Engineering
ૡᑕ

Law
�ဩ

Science 
ᛔᆐᑀ

Humanities and   
Social Sciences

Ոᔄᑀ݊ᐒտᑀ

243 Scholars from our 2014-2016 Cohorts came from 25 di!erent territories

243 ӻ�������������ଙጱॹᰂ឴ॹᘏ㬵ᛔ�25 ӻ܄

Note ॓ဳ:
*Other North East and South East Asian Scholars came from India, Indonesia, Mongolia, Thailand, Vietnam, etc…
ٌ՜ӳ۹ԵӳܖԵጱᘏᛔܦଶ牏ܦଶੰᥜԵ牏᠃ݘ牏း牏᩼ܖᒵ܄



Meet Our Scholars
ጯᨲᘏᦢ᧨
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Jackson TSE ᨀԔॠ
Jackson TSE is a Yenching Scholar at Peking University, 
where he pursues a Master’s degree in China Studies with 
a concentration in Economics and Management.  Born and 
raised in Hong Kong, he is passionate about expanding 
educational access in developing countries to foster 
economic development in Asia.

ᨀԔॠฎ۹Ղय़ᆱՂझጱኞ牐՜ධӾᎸᑪᏗॊ֖�
᧞ᑕ牧ଚӫဳԭᕪၧ݊ᓕቘ牐ࣁḕᳩय़ጱ՜牧๕ݎӾ
牐ݎਹጱරᙙտ牧ᘒଃۖԵၖጱᕪၧ

SATO Mio ֙ᡕ保�
SATO Mio completed her undergraduate degree at Waseda 
University’s School of Culture, Media and Society, and holds 
a master’s degree in China Studies from Peking University’s 
Yenching Academy.  With her talent in music and passion for 
social harmony, she hopes to play a role in fostering peace among 
nations.

֙ᡕ保ԭᑡኦय़۸మ᮱ݐԧॊ֖牧ଚӬԞਠ౮ԧ۹Ղय़
ᆱՂझጱӾᎸᑪᏗॊ᧞ᑕ牐֙ᡕ保๕᭗ᬦጱᶪԔ݊ᖌಷᐒտ
ଘ牐ਹԏᳵጱᬰጱᅾఘ牧᧯

Jackson’s interest in social entrepreneurship has roots in 
his high school days when he co-founded Project Laos, a 
nonprofit organization that equips students in Laos with 
educational resources – textbooks, tables and chairs, school 
teachers, and computers – to which they would otherwise 
not have access.  His broader goal is to support economic 
growth in developing countries throughout the Asia-Pacific 
region.
  
“I think the quickest way to do that is by working to improve 
the educational institutions in Asia,” said Jackson.  He 
believes that a good education system is a prerequisite to 
the economic success of any country, and every child should 
have the same access to education regardless of where he 
or she is from. 

However, to meet this goal one must enlist the participation 
of governments and businesses, as well as non-profits.  He 
hopes to acquire experience in multinational corporations to 
understand what role the private sector can play in policy-
making in education.  In the long-term, Jackson plans to use 
that insight to increase educational opportunities in poorer 
communities.  

The talks on social entrepreneurship were the highlight of 
the BXAI Summer Program 2016 for Jackson. The speakers 
who shared the successes and hardships of their own 
journeys rea!rmed his passion for entrepreneurship.  At 
the same time, he appreciated how the discussions outside 
the classroom, many of which took place over ramen, gave 
insight into the diversity of the Bai Xian Community.

“I’ve definitely benefited from the composition of the 
scholar population,” Jackson said, commenting that even 
disagreements stemming from di"erences helped to 
produce solutions to conflicts.  He learned to let his guard 
down and be challenged.  

“[I’ve realized] I’m part of a greater Asian identity,” said 
Jackson.  In his eyes, none of the programs in which he has 
participated in the past even comes close to achieving the 
Asian representation that the AFLSP does.

“When we speak of Asia, I don’t think the idea we should 
strive for is a melting pot where everyone is homogenous 
and has the same opinions,” he continued.  “We have to 
recognize Asia’s diversity.”

ᨀԔॠԏಅզᐒտڠӱఽي᪁牧რᛔԭ՜ṛӾ๗Ө๏ڠ
ᒈጱᶋᇏڥᕟᕢ鿝ᘌᦇښ鿞牐ᧆᦇښԅᘌኞ׀ԧ᧞
牏ໟ༗牏ර牏ኪᚏᒵᧆܻ܄ဌํጱරᙙᩒრ牐՜ๅᬱ
य़ጱፓຽฎඪൔԵॡݎ܄Ӿਹጱᕪၧीᳩ牐

ᨀԔॠ᧔物鿝౯ᦊԅᬡ౮ᧆፓຽ๋ளጱېဩฎս۸Եၖጱරᙙ
牐鿞՜ᦊԅᜉঅጱරᙙګଶฎձ֜ਹࣁᕪၧӤݐ౮ۑ
ጱڹ牧ᘒӬ՜ፘྯמӻৼӧᦞڊᙧว牧᮷ଫᧆՁํݶ
ጱරᙙտ牐

ӧᬦ牧՜ᦊԅᥝᬡ౮ᬯӻፓຽ牧੪ᵱᥝ牏մӱᶋᇏڥ
ጱ݇ݶوӨ牐՜๕ᚆմӱӾ឴ݐᕪḵ牧զԧᥴմӱ
ጱ֢አ牐ᳩᬱ᧔牧ᨀԔॠ๕ଆഀݎਧරᙙᒽӾᚆګࣁ
ۗᨹᑫጱਹीےරᙙտ牐

ᨀԔॠ᧔牧ጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����Ӿىԭᐒտڠӱጱᦖ
ଷฎ՜๋य़ጱත឴牐ᦖᘏړՁጱڠӱࢯᵙӨ౮ۑጱඳԪե՜ๅ
झ᧞ࣁݶ牧՜உོᩝӨٌ՜ݶӱጱᅾᦻ牐ڠᙗਧᛔ૩ے
क़ጱԻၞ牧ֺইӞᬟݰᶎӞᬟ᧨ᦞᦓ᷌牧ᬯᦏ՜֛տکԧጯ
ᨲᐒᗭጱग़牐

鿝ጯᨲᘏጱᙧวํݱӧݶ牧ᬯᦏ౯ݑፅၠ܁牐鿞ੱᓕ՜ժԏ
ᳵጱᦎᦞଉڊሿྏړ牧֕Ԟࢩྌԅᳯ᷌ଃԧᥴې٬ဩ牐՜
տԧනӥ॓牧ളݑ՜Ոଃጱ牐

鿝౯ሿࣁᦩک౯ฎํာԵၖղጱՈ牐鿞ᨀԔॠ᧔牐՜ᘒ
牧զஃ݇Өᬦጱ᧞ᑕ᮷๚݊ጯᨲጱॹᰂᦇښᛱ꧌֛ړሿ
۸牐زԵၖጱग़ڊ

ᨀԔॠᖅ᭲物鿝ྯ୮᧨݊Եၖ牧౯ժ᮷ӧଫᧆᦊԅԵၖฎ
ᦏྯӞӻՈ᮷಼ํፘݶᥠጱय़ᆤᅖ牧౯ժᦊᦩԵၖጱग़�
牐鿞

Growing up in Japan, and having studied in Korea and 
Mainland China through exchange programs, Mio has 
developed a deep interest in Asian cultures.  During 
the Summer Program, her outgoing personality and 
her fluency in Japanese, Korean, Chinese and English 
enabled her to interact freely and openly with a diverse 
group of people.

“Bai Xian is exactly the thing to build communications 
and relationships across Asian countries,” said Mio, 
remarking how lucky she felt to have made so many 
international friends during the Program.  “I found that 
there are so many di"erent kinds of people and so many 
di"erent kinds of backgrounds.”

The Summer Program’s goal of promoting harmony 
between nations is something with which Mio strongly 
resonates. As an award-winning jazz singer, Mio 
previously led a choir comprised of both Japanese and 
Mainland Chinese singers to promote Sino-Japanese 
relations through its performances.  She also led a “Free 
Hugs” campaign with the purpose of healing Sino-
Japanese tensions through friendship. 
 
“I want to make a community in which people always 
pay attention to others who are su"ering,” said Mio.

Mio plans to continue promoting social harmony 
between East Asian nations through cultural and 
educational programs.  At the same time, she also 
intends on continuing her already notable music career 
as a jazz vocalist.   We look forward to seeing where 
Mio’s journey will take her.

֙ᡕ保ࣁ෭ᳩय़牧᭗ᬦԻၞᦇښᘒ឴ࣁᶥӾय़ᴭ
ԟጱᕪḵݸ牧Եၖ۸Ծኞԧၫܹጱي᪁牐ࣁෆӻา๗ս۸᧞
ᑕӾ牧क़ݻጱ໒ၞڥጱ෭牏ᶥ牏Ӿֵ
ຂӬଠာӨӧݶᙧวጱՈԻၞ牐

֙ᡕ保᧔物鿝ጯᨲྋฎӞӻ൫ୌԵၖਹԏᳵԻၞىᔮጱᐒ
ᗭ牐鿞ᤒᐏᛔ૩உଛᬩᚆड़ࣁา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ๗ᳵᕮᦩᛔӧݶ
۸ᙧวጱՈ牐鿞ݶሿᬯ᯾ํᦜग़ᛔӧݎ牐鿝౯ොጱ๏

า๗ս۸᧞ᑕզᬰਹԏᳵଘጱౄวֵ֙ᡕ保Ծኞ୩ᅱጱو
ễ牐֢ԅӞ֖឴ྛឍጱᆾॊԔྈಋ牧ଚᐒտૡ֢ํᅾఘ牧
֙ᡕ保้ᕪᕟᕢӞӻኧ෭Ӿय़ᴭྈಋᕟ౮ጱࢫࠖݳ牧᭗ᬦ
ᄍڊᬰӾ෭ىᔮ牐಼፳ᬯӻֵ牧้ࢫࠖݳԅ෭य़ֵᄍॵ
ԧӞӻ鿝ᛔኧ಼鿞ጱၚۖἩۜय़ې牧ᬮԈݶྈใ牐ڠܻ
ਹ᭗ᬦୌᒈ᧩ᖨᥴӾ෭ӷጱᔲୟੴ۠牐

鿝౯๕ୌᒈӞӻՈժᚆड़ଉىஞ᭺᭬ᝒᵙጱՈጱᐒᗭ牐鿞
᧔᭲牐

֙ᡕ保ᦇښᖀᖅ᭗ᬦ۸රᙙොໜᬰӳԵ܄ԏᳵጱ
᧯牐ݶ牧ᓒᖀᖅਠ౮֢ԅӞݷᆾॊԔྈಋጱᶪԔԪӱ牐౯
ժஉ๗இڂᛔ૩ጱ݊ଘጱ๕牧ᚆड़ᩳๅᬱ牐



Meet Our Scholars
ጯᨲᘏᦢ᧨

Through this program, I was able to deepen my understanding of Japan 
by exploring Japan myself and observing the foreign peers' reactions 
towards Japan.
�ժ෭ጱ፡ဩ牧๏ᬯӻา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ᯾牧౯Ԇۖറᔱ෭牧ଚӬᥡक़ࣁ
ᬯےႮԧ౯෭ጱᦊᦩ牐

There has been a great energy among all the students to learn more from 
the program and take further actions to actually make di"erences in their 
own communities.  I was amazed by many brilliant ideas.
ኞԏᳵጱӞᙎၚֵێԧय़ਹࣁา๗ս۸᧞ᑕӾکๅग़牧ᬯԞἩۜ౯ժݐਫ
ᴬᤈ݄ۖ፥ྋදݒᛔ૩ጱᐒᗭ牐य़ਹᔜጱమဩ᮷ᦏ౯य़፲ኴ牐

KAWACHIMARU Miwa from Chiba, Japan, Double Degree Program in Political Science  
and Economy and International Relations, Waseda University and Peking University 
ٖԃ๚ᛔ෭ݨ܉૱牧ࣁᑡኦय़݊۹Ղय़ධလ牏ᕪၧӨᴬىᔮጱ֖᧞ᑕ

KIM Minsam from Seoul, South Korea, Master of Philosophy in Computer Science  
and Engineering, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
KIM Minsam�ᛔܖᶥḒਫ਼牧ࣁḕᑀದय़ධᦇᓒᑀ݊ૡᑕᏗॊ

I think solidarity is what we’re seeking for, but we’re not going to eliminate 
di"erences.  I envision a heterogeneous community in which not everyone 
acts the same, but everyone considers each other’s feelings.
౯ᦊԅ౯ժಅ᭄ጱฎࢫᕮ牧֕ଚᶋᥝၾᴻ૧牐౯๕ࣁӞӻग़زጱᐒᗭ᯾牧�
य़ਹӧᵱᥝํፘݶጱհ꧊ᥡ牧ܩᚆىஞஂྌጱఽݑ牐

I left Japan 5 years ago and tried to face social issues in China.  Through the 
BXAI Summer Program, we met many Japanese leaders and experts, and 
realized how they struggle to solve the social problems in Japan.  I wish I 
could cooperate with them as a Japanese who lives outside of Japan.
౯ࣁԲଙڹᐶԧ෭کӾ牧ଚᦶԧᥴӾጱᐒտᳯ᷌牐ࣁา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ᯾牧
౯ժ᭬ک෭ݱኴጱᶾᤥӫӱՈॊ牧ᬯᦏ౯ԧᥴک՜ժই֜ᒑێᥴ٬෭ጱᐒտ
ᳯ᷌牐֢ԅӞݷኞၚࣁक़ጱ෭Ո牧౯๕๚ํտӨ՜ժӞ֢᩸ݳ牐�

PANG He (Colin) from Taiyuan, China, Master of Business Administration,  
Graduate School of International Corporate Strategy (ICS), Hitotsubashi University 
ଲမᛔӾॡܻ૱牧ࣁӞय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺධૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

SANO Fumiaki from Tokyo, Japan, Master of Business Administration,  
School of Economics and Management, Tsinghua University
֙ᰀݥกᛔ෭ӳՂ牧ࣁႴय़ᕪၧᓕቘᴺධૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ
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DEC
2015
Zhejiang University -  
Ten Billion: Implications of 
Future Population Changes 
for China and the World 
Seminar
Scholars heard from Prof. Jack A. 
Goldstone, former Chair Professor, 
Division of Social Science at The 
Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology,  on innovative 
policy ideas for China, Europe 
and Africa to tackle development 
challenges into 2050. 

浙江大学 -「一百亿：中国及 
世界未来人口转变的影响」 
学术研讨会
ጯᨲᘏ݇ےԧኧḕᑀದय़ᐒտᑀ
ᴺڹḒଅරദJack A. Goldstone
ଃጱᄍᦖ牐ᧆᄍᦖՕᕨԧࣁ����ଙ
ᶋၖଫࣳጱෛ牏ཾၖ牧Ӿڹ
ᒽ牐

Enrichment Activities 
ս ۸ ၚ ۖ

Aside from their usual academic curriculum, AFLSP Scholars take part in a series 
of enrichment activities both on and o" campus throughout the academic year.  
Scholars attend creative workshops and leadership training seminars.  They also take 
language courses, team up with local students to complete comparative research 
projects on East Asian topics, and visit local communities to learn about the diverse 
cultures, economies, histories, values, and ways of life in East Asia.  These activities 
aim to facilitate the exchange of ideas and foster a deeper understanding and 
appreciation of the similarities and di"erences across East Asia. 

ጯᨲᘏᴻԧ໊݇ࣁےጱ᧞ᑕ牧ᬮ݇ӨԧӞᔮٖࢮ໊ڜक़ጱս۸ၚۖ牧ֺইڠૡ֢牏
ᶾᚆᦒᕞᎸᦎտԟቔ牐ݶ牧՜ժӨ୮ኞӞ᩸ਠ౮ԧํىӳԵᦓ᷌ጱྲᎸ
ᑪಸޞറᦢ୮ᐒᗭ牧զԧᥴ୮ጱग़ز۸牐ᬯԶၚۖࣁᬰኞԏᳵጱԻၞ牧ےႮ՜
ժӳԵݱ۸ݶጱᦊᦩ�牐

一桥大学国际企业战略研究生院 -  
全球网络专题
᭗ᬦේࠟᴺېݳጱӫ᷌Ꮈԟ牧�
ጯᨲᘏᬩአڠ᭜ݶوհ꧊ҁ&69҂ጱ�
༷ஷ牧ԅߝᇈӣڥ۹فᗦᷴා�
૱ጱࠟӱᦇښ牐

Hitotsubashi University ICS -  
Global Network Project
Through a joint project with Saunders 
Business School, Scholars designed 
a business plan under the Creating 
Shared Value (CSV) concept for 
Suntory to enter the North American 
ready-to-drink beverage market.

Bai Xian Asia Institute (Japan) Inc.  
New Year Party in Tokyo 
日本百贤亚洲研究院在东京举办的新年派对

香港科技大学 - 中华料理厨艺工作坊
ጯᨲᘏ݇ےԧᘳӱᦒᕞੴ෪ӥጱӾ݀ᜏᴺԈ
ጱාቘૡ֢牐ې

The Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology - Chinese Culinary 
Skills Workshop
Scholars had first-hand cooking experience in 
a workshop organized by the Chinese Culinary 
Institute of the Vocational Training Council. 

JAN  
2016

FEB 
2016

Guided by the School of Humanities & Social Science, 
each Scholar completed a research paper on a 
comparative East Asian topic of his/ her choice over 
the course of the 2015/16 academic year.  

They examined areas including:
- War over Humanity: The Capture of Humanity of  
 Japanese in Sino-Japanese War Movies
- A Comparative Study of Public Housing Policy in          
 Hong Kong and South Korea: 1950s to 60s

香港科技大学 - 跨文化专题研究项目
�������ଙ牧ࣁᐒտᑀᴺጱᕟᕢӥ牧ྯ֖ጯᨲᘏ᮷ਠ౮
ԧӞղํىӳԵᦓ᷌ጱྲᎸᑪಸޞ牐՜ժጱᎸᑪ۱ࢱೡ物

��ԩӾጱՈғӾ෭ԩኪӾ෭ՈጱՈഔ

��ḕӨܖᶥول಄ᒽጱྲᎸᑪ物����ᛗ��ଙդ

Highlight of Enrichment Activities
优化活动精华 (2015 - 2016)
The Hong Kong University of Science  
and Technology - Cross-cultural Studies Project
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Waseda University - 
“Future for East Asia” seminar
Scholars took part in a seminar addressing political  
cultures in East Asia throughout the 2015/2016  
academic year. 

早稻田大学 - “东亚未来”研讨会
�������ଙ牧ጯᨲᘏ݇ӨԧզӳԵလ۸�
ԅԆ᷌ጱᎸᦎտ牐

Kyoto University - 
Japanese Language Classes
According to their levels of proficiency, Scholars 
participated in either elementary, intermediate 
or advanced level Japanese language classes 
throughout the 2015/2016 academic year.

京都大学 - 日本语学习班
�������ଙ牧ጯᨲᘏ໑ഝᛔ૩ጱ෭ଘ牧�
ᕆ牏Ӿᕆṛᕆ෭ԟቔ牐ڡӨԧ݇ڦړ

 早稻田大学 - 冲绳考察团
�ࣁԅ๗ӷॠጱᎨ᭔ᤈӾ牧ጯᨲᘏࣁ

လ݊ᕪၧᴺጱង๙Ӟဩරദ�
ጱӥ牧റᦎԧํىလ牏�
क़Իᒽ牏ܲݥӨ۸ጱᦓ᷌牐

Waseda University -  
Field Trip to Okinawa

Over the course of the 2-day trip, 
Scholars explored topics surrounding 
politics, foreign policies, history, and 

culture under the guidance of Prof. 
ARAKI Kazunori from the School of 

Political Science & Economics. 

Hitotsubashi University ICS -  
Global Network Week
Scholars had the opportunity to take 
part in a one-week exchange at a leading 
business school within the Global 
Network for Advanced Management, 
including The Hong Kong University 
of Science and Technology and Yale 
University.

一桥大学国际企业战略研究生院 - 
全球网络周
ቖقጱٖࣁ۱ೡḕᑀದय़݊ᘨṼय़ࣁ
ṛᒒᓕቘᘶፑ牧ጯᨲᘏ݇ےԧٌӾӞಅս
ᐹࠟᴺԈېጱԅ๗ӞޮጱԻഘᶱፓ牐

Peking University -  
Yenching Academy Social 
Enterprise Project
Scholars took part in a 
competition to address social 
issues in China.  They were 
encouraged to think deeply 
through their topics of interest 
and propose a solution for 
funding.

The Hong Kong University of 
Science and Technology -  
Leadership Training Camp
Scholars overcame a series of 
outdoor challenges during the 
3-day-2-night Outward Bound 
camp.  While many of them 
found the activities trying, they 
valued the shared experience of 
conquering fears, and developing 
problem solving, leadership, and 
organization skills. 

香港科技大学 - 领袖才能训练营
ጯᨲᘏࣁԅ๗ӣॠӷज़ጱᦒᕞ០᯾ظ๐
Ӟᔮࢯڜᵙ牧՜ժݶوᬨള牧ଚङِ
ᛔ૩ጱᥴᵙᚆێ牏ᶾᚆᕟᕢದૣ牐
ᬯԶᕪḵ᮷ᦏ՜ժᶋଉᵙ牐

The Hong Kong University 
of Science and Technology - 
Field Trip to Taiwan
During the 4-day tour, Scholars 
attended lectures given by faculty 
from Taiwan University on cross-
cultural issues in Taiwan.

香港科技大学 - 
台湾考察团
ॠጱᎨ᭔ᤈӾ牧ࢥԅ๗ࣁ
ጯᨲᘏ݇ےԧኧݣკय़
Ԉېጱ᧞झ牧ᦎᦞݣკጱ
۸ᦓ᷌牐

北京大学 - 
燕京学堂社会企业专题研究项目
ጯᨲᘏ݇ےԧӞӻզᥴ٬Ӿᐒտ
ᳯ᷌ԅԆ᷌ጱྲᩦ牐ᧆྲᩦἩۜ՜ժ
᭗ᬦႮفᘍ牧మڊᶱፓᣟᩒොໜ牐

FEB 
2016

MAY 
2016

MAR 
2016

JUNE 
2016

Highlight of Enrichment Activities
优化活动精华 (2015 - 2016)



The annual BXAI Summer Program is a crucial aspect of the Asian Future Leaders Scholarship Program 
that brings together AFLSP Scholars from di"erent campuses on to one university campus.  From 3-24 
August, 2016, Waseda University hosted the second BXAI Summer Program where more than 130 students 
from 16 Anchor and Participating Universities in Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan and Korea 
converged to learn about global topics through a comprehensive curriculum.  Scholars had the unique 
opportunity to hear from and interact with 55 guest speakers with a broad range of expertise covering 
politics, the environment, business, culture, social entrepreneurship, and the arts.  

ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺྯଙԈېጱา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ牧ฎԵၖ๚ᶾᤥॹᰂᦇښጱ᯿ᥝӞሾ牧ᛔӧݶय़ጱጯᨲᘏڹஃӞ
ಅॹᰂᦇښጱ֢ݳय़݇ےา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ牐ԭ����ଙ�์�෭ᛗ��෭牧Ꮈᑪᴺࣁᑡኦय़Ԉېԧᒫԫา๗ս۸
᧞ᑕ牐᩻ᬦ���֖ᛔӾय़ᴭ牏ḕ牏ݣკ牏෭ᶥ��ಅ໐ஞय़Ө݇Өय़ጱኞ牧੪قቖ໐ஞᦓ᷌牧ݶ��
֖ᛔလ牏ሾह牏ࠟӱ牏۸牏ᐒմ牏ᜏᒵӧݶᶾऒጱᦖᘏᬰᤈԻၞ牐
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Mr. ASO Yutaka Ἃኞးضኞ 
Advisory Council Member, Bai Xian Asia Institute; 
Chairman, Aso Cement Co., Ltd.; 
Chairman, Kyushu Economic Federation 
Kyushu Economic Federation
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺߎᧃާտ౮ާ牗�
Ἃኞဲ໌ୗտᐒտᳩѤԜછᕪၧᘶݳտտᳩ

Mr. Ronnie CHAN ᴯސਤضኞ  
Chairman, Hang Lung Properties;  
Global Co-Chair, Asia Society
ᵇԾ៰ԪᳩѤԵၖܐտᘶଅԆଅ

Some of our notable lecturers included:
᮱ړݷጱᦖᘏ۱ೡғ

BXAI Summer Program 2016
ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ
า๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����

Mr. HIRANO Nobuyuki ଘᰀמᤈضኞ  
President and Group Chief Executive O!cer, 
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc.
ӣ៍෭ᘶᰂᣟᵞࢫᤈᳩ݊Ḓଅ䁆ᤈਥ��

Mr. KITAMURA Daisuke ۹य़Օضኞ  
Managing Director, Head of Global Banking,  
HSBC Hong Kong
ӿሾቖᱷᤈଉۓፊّḕ܄Ԇᓕ

Prof. Jiun-Huei Proty WU גޓᬄරദ 
Deputy Vice President for International A"airs and 
Professor, Department of Physics and Institute of 
Astrophysics, Taiwan University

�ᴬᳩ牏ۅკय़ݣ
ᇔቘᔮืॠᇔቘᎸᑪಅරദ

Mr. David SUTHERLAND�
Chairman, International Care Ministries Board

Prof. Ezra VOGEL ؓṛԎරദ�
Henry Ford II Professor of the Social  
Sciences Emeritus, Harvard University
य़ᐒտᑀᴺឍջරദ֡ߢ�

Mr. YANAI Tadashi ືԳྋضኞ
Chairman, President & CEO, Fast Retailing Co. Ltd.

ᬥᲀํᴴݪل៰Ԫᳩ牏Ԇଅ݊ᤈ
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By way of lectures, open discussions, presentations, excursions, and small group research,  
students considered topics that future leaders of Asia would likely have to face. 
These included:

• Aging Society and Women’s Role in East Asia

• Long-lasting Peace in East Asia vs Territorial Disputes

• The Influence of Popular Culture in East Asia

• Poverty Issues in Asia and Globalization

• Science and Sustainability: Energy and Environment 

ኞ᭗ᬦ᧞झ牏لᦎᦞ牏ӫ᷌ಸ牏Ꭸ᭔ᤈੜᕟᎸԟ牧Ӟ᩸ᦎᦞԵၖ๚ᶾᤥਖ਼տᶎԁጱᦓ᷌牐
୮Ӿ۱ೡ物

Ŏ�ӳԵጱᘌἻ۸ᐒտӨঀ֖

Ŏ�ӳԵጱᳩ๗ଘӨᶾࢿԩᒒ

Ŏ�ၞᤈ۸ࣁӳԵԏێߥ

Ŏ�Եၖጱᨹᑫᳯ᷌Өقቖ۸

Ŏ�ᑀӨݢ೮ᖅݎ�ńń�ᚆრӨሾह

After the conclusion of these academic and non-
academic sessions, Scholars enjoyed 4-day study 
trips to either Hiroshima or Tohoku where they could 
apply their learning in the topics of “Peace” and 
“Disaster Relief and Reconstruction”.  In Hiroshima, 
Scholars had the opportunity to visit the Hiroshima 
Peace Memorial and to hear from Ms. Keiko OGURA, 
an atomic bomb survivor and renowned activist.  In 
Tohuku, a region once devastated by the 2011 Great 
East Japan Earthquake, participants were given 
guided tours of the disaster relief area by local 
academics.  Tohoku’s citizens’ level of resolve and 
e"orts to reconstruct were truly inspirational.  
  
Both of these trips also included visits to important 
Japanese cultural sites such as the iconic Itsukushima 
Shrine and Aizu-Wakamatsu Castle. 

In the last week of the Summer Program, Scholars 
returned to Waseda’s main campus to prepare 
for their respective final group presentations 
showcasing suggested solutions to global problems.  
Three groups were recognized for their excellence, 
and the Summer Program then concluded with an 
awards ceremony and a closing gala dinner. 

Throughout this three-week program, we were 
continually inspired by the enthusiasm, engagement 
and curiosity of our Scholars.  They passionately and 
respectfully participated in debates, collaborated 
to solve challenging problems, and eagerly learned 
about their fellow Scholars’ backgrounds and 
cultures. Deeply embodying the values that lead 
to lasting intercultural friendships, our Scholars will 
be future leaders who build bridges that close the 
gaps between our di"erences. 

ӳஃ෭ଠછڹ牧ኞݸᶋጱ᧞ᑕᕮࣁ
۹ᬰᤈԅ๗ࢥॠጱᎨ᭔ᤈ牧ԧᥴ鿝ଘ鿞鿝ᅒᵙම
ൔӨ᯿ୌ鿞ጱ᯿ᥝ牐՜ժکᦢଠછଘᕉஷḅ牧ܻލ
ᆷኞᬮᘏ牏ݷၚۖਹੜՙ໗ৼੜথጱᄍ᧔牐ݚक़牧ࣁ
ӳ۹ጱଃᶾӥ牧ኞറᦢԧݑ����ଙӳ෭य़
ᵵᅒߥጱ᯿ᅒ܄牧୮࿆ԅ᯿ୌᘒ֢ጱֵۘێኞ
Ⴎݎސݑ牐

ኞࣁӷ᪀Ꭸ᭔ᤈӾԞ݇ᥡԧӸછᐟᐒտၐᝑຂउ
ᒵ᯿ᥝጱ෭۸ຽ牐

ᑡኦय़ጱԆࢧӞޮ牧ኞᬬݸา๗ս۸᧞ᑕጱ๋ࣁ
ቖقᥴ٬ڊጱੜᕟӫ᷌ᄍᦖ牧ᬰӞྍݸ๋॓ٵ牧܄໊
ᳯ᷌ጱොဩ牧୮Ӿӣᕟኞᤒሿս牐๋ݸ牧ᶹॹَᐑ
Өଣᐞภԅา๗ս۸᧞ᑕኮӤࢺჿݙᅩ牐

Өঅ॰ஞفӣޮጱา๗᧞ᑕ᯾牧ጯᨲᘏጱᅾஶ牏ಭࣁ
եՈܦႮڰ牐՜ժᅾᅱ݇Өᬚᦞ牏֢ݳᥴ٬ᳯ᷌牧
զ݊ᕮᦩӧݶᙧว۸ጱ๏牧ਖ਼۸Իၞୌᒈ
᧩ጱמஷ՞᧘ਫ᪢牐Ꮈᑪᴺፘמ՜ժਖ਼౮ԅୌᒈဋ᭗
ጱ๚ᶾᤥ牐

Additionally, keeping to our belief that 
personal relationships are the foundation 
of strong cross-cultural bridges, students 
joined a wide array of non-academic sessions 
and activities which took place at Waseda 
University’s Karuizawa Seminar House in the 
forested mountains of Nagano Prefecture.   
Through team-building activities and soft-
skills workshops, Scholars focused on their 
personal growth and group development.   
Fun excursions, sports activities and shared 
meals also provided many opportunities for 
friendship-building.

ྌक़牧ᎸᑪᴺᦊԅՈᴬىᔮฎୌᒈ۸ጱच
Ꮠ牐चԭᬯӻמஷ牧ኞکᦢ֖ԭᳩᰀ݅ᵕંԭ
ᑡኦय़ጱԳ၂Ꮈᑪಅ牧݇ےԧग़ᐿग़ጱ
ᶋၚۖ牧۱ೡզᦒᕞࢫᴚᔜᐟԅԆጱದᚆ
ૡ֢牏Ꭸ᭔ᤈ牏֛ᙙၚ֛ۖࢫᘸᷧ牐ᬯ᮷
ᦏ՜ժํๅग़տୌᒈ᧩牐
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1

2

3

5

6

7

4

1) Mr. YANAI Tadashi, Chairman, President & CEO of Fast Retailing Co., delivers his opening speech on   
 overcoming borders in order to contribute to society.  
 ᬥᲀํᴴݪل៰Ԫᳩ牏Ԇଅ݊ᤈືԳྋضኞ牧ࣁጯᨲา๗᧞ᑕጱَᐑӤړՁզ᩼ኴᨯሠᐒտԅԆ᷌ጱᄍ᧔牐

2) AFLSP Scholar, SATO Mio, performs during our gala dinner.
� ጯᨲᘏ֙ᡕ保ԅଣᐞภᤒᄍ牐

3) Scholars engage in sports activities outside the Karuizawa Seminar House. 
� ᘏࣁԳ၂Ꮈᑪಅ݇Ө֛ᙙၚۖ牐

4) Mr. HIRANO Nobuyuki, CEO and President of Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Inc., opens the Wrap-Up   
 Session with a speech on holistic and ethical globalization. 
� ӣ៍෭ᘶᰂᣟᵞࢫᐒᳩ݊ḒଅಗᤈਥଘᰀמᤈضኞࣁᕮሾᜓӤݎᤒىԭقቖ۸ጱෆ֛ևቘጱᄍᦖ牐

5) Mr. Richard BRUBAKER, Managing Director of Collective Responsibility at the China Europe International  
 Business School, leads the Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award Scholars Equipping Workshop. 
� Ӿཾᴬૡࠟᴺጱᵞڥوմӱᓕቘߎᧃݪلಗᤈ៰ԪRichard BRUBAKERضኞԅኞԆ೮ጯᨲ
� Alumni Initiative Awardૡ֢牐

6) Prof. Jiun-Huei Proty WU speaks with AFLSP Scholar, DAS Avik Kumar, after leading a workshop on  
 public speaking.
� 牧ӨጯᨲᘏDAS Avik Kumarᦾ牐ݸᄍ᧔ૡ֢لԆ೮ࣁᬄරദגޓ

7)   Prof. Ezra VOGEL, Henry Ford II Professor of the Social Sciences Emeritus at Harvard University, delivers his keynote  
 speech at the Opening Ceremony on the history of China-Japan relations. While touching on times of conflict, he   
 also emphasizes the many pronounced periods of flourishing cooperation and relations between the two countries.  
� �ᶎԁӷࣁጱԆ᷌ᄍᦖ牐՜୩᧣ᡱᆐሿݥᔮܲىӾ෭ىᤒํݎय़ᐒտᑀᴺឍջරദؓṛԎරദԭَᐑӤ֡ߢ
� ӞԶ䷳ᑱ牧֕ԞݥܲࣁӤڠᬦۡጱᬟ֢ݳक़Ի牐

8)  Scholars paint kokeshi, traditional wooden dolls, in Tohoku.
� ᘏࣁ෭ӳ۹ᕲኮ෭փᕹ๙؍�ńń�๙ᜥৼ牐

9)   Scholars try okonomiyaki, a Japanese savoury pancake, in Hiroshima.
� ᘏࣁଠછ૱ߝփᕹੜݰ�ńń�ଠછᅹ牐

10) Mr. Ronnie CHAN, Chairman of Hang Lung Properties and Global Co-Chair of Asia Society, delivers his keynote speech  
 at the Closing Ceremony on the many challenges our next generation faces and how young people can act as a solution. 
� ᵇԾ៰Ԫᳩ݊ԵၖܐտᘶଅԆଅᴯސਤضኞࣁᕮӱَᐑӤݎᤒىԭӥӞդই֜ଫጱԆ᷌ᄍᦖ牐

11) Scholars, partners, and guests gather together at the Closing Ceremony. 
� ᘏ牏վ֎զ݊ݱኴਮࣁᳮَᐑӤἶᘸӞझ牐

12) Mr. Terrance LEUNG, an executive coach and facilitator, teaches students soft skills at the Karuizawa Seminar House.
� մӱԆᓕරᕞ݊ܐ᧣ӫާᨲضኞࣁԳ၂Ꮈᑪಅරኞᬩአದᚆ牐�

Special Thanks to our BXAI  
Summer Program 2016 sponsors:
ᇙڦễᨀጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺ
าս۸᧞ᑕ����ጱᩩۗࠟэ

8 10

11

9

12
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BX Alumni
ጯᨲ
2014�Cohort  ଙ

Kyoto University  京都大学

CHEN Ji Yang  Mainland China Master's Degree in Business Administration 
ᴯᕉ၇�� Ӿय़ᴭ�� ᓕቘᏗॊ 
CHEN Yun Kai  Mainland China Master's Degree in Science
ᴯᬩ  Ӿय़ᴭ ቘᏗॊ
GAO Tian Qi  Mainland China   Master's Degree in Agricultural Science 
ṛॠἶ�� Ӿय़ᴭ�� ١Ꮧॊ
HUANG Shi Qi  Mainland China Master's Degree in Letters   
Ἆᦸቡ  Ӿय़ᴭ� Ꮧॊ
JI Chen Jia  Mainland China   Master's Degree in Letters 
��֯ݴ Ӿय़ᴭ� Ꮧॊ
LI Kai  Mainland China Doctoral Degree in Life Sciences
௹�� Ӿय़ᴭ� ኞᑀᏗॊ
LI Lin  Mainland China   Master's Degree in Laws 
ቧ�� Ӿय़ᴭ� ဩᏗॊ
LI Meng Zhu  Mainland China Master's Degree in Letters   
ᒓ�� Ӿय़ᴭ� Ꮧॊ
LIU Bei  Mainland China   Master's Degree in Informatics  
��᠕ڝ Ӿय़ᴭ� Ꮧॊ௳מ
WU Jing Zhu Mainland China   Master's Degree in Laws  
��ᶉᒓޓ Ӿय़ᴭ� ဩᏗॊ
WU Pei Wei  Mainland China  Master's Degree in Engineering  
��֫ޓ Ӿय़ᴭ� ૡᏗॊ
XU Man Mainland China Master's Degree in Economics
எ่�� Ӿय़ᴭ�� ᕪၧᏗॊ
YUAN Xue Ting  Mainland China Master's Degree in Laws 
ᤝᵪ�� Ӿय़ᴭ�� ဩᏗॊ
ZHANG Ze Yu  Mainland China   Master's Degree in Engineering   
ୟ၂ਜ�� Ӿय़ �Æ ૡᏗॊ
ZHOU Zhang Ai Mainland China  Master's Degree in Economics
ޮቾቸ�� Ӿय़ �Æ ᕪၧᏗॊ�

CHANG Tsu Wei Taiwan Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy  
ୟᐙᖌ�� �კݣ ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

HE Yan Jun Mainland China  Bachelor of Arts in Economics  ��
֜ށ� Ӿय़ᴭ�� ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

HSIAO Ming Hsiu  Taiwan   Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy
២ݷᐹ�� �კݣ ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

HUANG Shih Yu  Taiwan Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy
Ἆᦸখ  ݣკ��  ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق
HUANG Si Xue  Mainland China  Bachelor of Arts in Economics  
Ἆᵪ� Ӿय़ᴭ� ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

JIANG Jia Yu  Taiwan   Bachelor of Arts in Economics  
֯䇉�� ��კݣ ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

LIN Jyun Hong  Taiwan Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy  
Ớ�� ��კݣ ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

WANG An Pu  Taiwan Bachelor of Arts in Global Political Economy  
ሴਞ�� ��კݣ ቖလᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕق

WANG Tsai Chieh  Taiwan Bachelor of Arts in Economics
ሴ�� ��კݣ ᕪၧ֖ॊ᧞ᑕ

Waseda University 早稻田大学

Hitotsubashi University -  
Graduate School of International Corporate Strategy
一桥大学国际企业战略研究生院

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology  
香港科技大学

CHEN Xian Mainland China  Master of Business Administration in International Business  
ᴯᨲ Ӿय़ᴭ Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

KIM Young Sun  Korea  Master of Business Administration in International Business  
ᰂ࠺ ᶥ Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Ronnachai  Thailand  Master of Business Administration in International Business 
KLANGNARONG း Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

Vivek   India  Master of Business Administration in International Business  
KOVILAKATHU ܦଶ Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

LI Xiang Mainland China  Master of Business Administration in International Business  
మ Ӿय़ᴭ Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

LU Ying Zhe  Mainland China  Master of Business Administration in International Business  
檕߽ Ӿय़ᴭ Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

ZHU Xiao Wen   Mainland China  Master of Business Administration in International Business  
ᓅᵫ Ӿय़ᴭ Strategy (MBA) ᴬᕪ០ኼ᧞ᑕૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖᧞ᑕ

HE Xiao  Mainland China  MPhil in Environmental Science, Policy and Management
֜ᄛ Ӿय़ᴭ ሾहᑀ牏ᒽᓕቘᎸᑪኞ᧞ᑕ

KIM Hyun Kyung  Korea  MPhil in Environmental Engineering
ᰂᨲՂ ᶥ ሾहૡᑕᎸᑪኞ᧞ᑕ�

LAN Yi  Mainland China  MPhil in Life Science
��ᑀᎸᑪኞ᧞ᑕय़ᴭ ኞॸ Ӿه

MENG Xiang Peng   Mainland China  MPhil in Chemistry
ਈᐣỨ Ӿय़ᴭ ۸Ꮈᑪኞ᧞ᑕ

QIN Yi Ming   Mainland China  MPhil in Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
ᥞᝩ Ӿय़ᴭ ۸ૡᑕ݊ኞᇔړৼૡᑕᎸᑪኞ᧞ᑕ

SHI Tuo   Mainland China  MPhil in Mechanical Engineering
Ꭺ Ӿय़ᴭ ༁ૡᑕᎸᑪኞ᧞ᑕ

WAN Yan    Mainland China  MPhil in Electronic and Computer Engineering
ਨ Ӿय़ᴭ ኪৼ݊ᦇᓒૡᑕᎸᑪኞ᧞ᑕ

XUE Wei Qi    Mainland China  MPhil in Civil Engineering#
ᡅᠥቡ Ӿय़ᴭ ࢿ๙ૡᑕᎸᑪኞ᧞ᑕ

ZHOU Si Yu  Mainland China  MPhil in Mathematics#
ޮਜ Ӿय़ᴭ හᎸᑪኞ᧞ᑕ
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Alumni Statistics   
(54 Scholars of 2014 Cohort)

百贤学友数据
�����ଙጱ��֖ጯᨲᘏ�are now living aboard

ၹक़ኞၚࣁ

are now working
ૡ֢ࣁ

are pursuing further studies
Ֆࣁԡ

Promoting friendships and  
partnerships across Asia
ᔮى֎Өվ᧩ጱ܄ᬰԵၖ

Developing skills relevant for  
future leaders
ṛ๚ᶾᤥጱದᚆ

work at a for-profit 
company
ૡ֢ݪلᐺ០ࣁ

51%

37%

44%

54%

BX alumni felt that BXAI achieved its mission in:
百贤学者认为研究院实现了其使命：

93%

61%

76%

61%

Enhancing greater understanding of 
perspectives and issues concerning 
East Asia
ी୩ӳԵፘىᦓ᷌ᥡᅩጱᦊᦩ

Initiating inter-disciplinary and  
inter-cultural education
൫ୌऒ۸ጱරᙙ

85%
feel moderately to  

very connected  
with BXAI

ఽکݑӨᎸᑪᴺํ�
紧密ጱᘶᔮ

say their AFLSP experience 
has encouraged or helped 
them to meet and interact  

with people from other 
cultures and countries
᧔ॹᰂᦇښጱ֛ḵἩۜզ݊
ଆۗԧ՜ժӨ不同国家�
文化背景ጱՈԻၞ

85%
80%
are regularly in touch  
with their fellow 
AFLSP Scholars
ᕪଉӨٌ՜百贤学者ᘶᔮ

100% 
WOULD RECOMMEND THE
AFLSP TO SOMEONE ELSE
տݻ๏推荐ॹᰂᦇښ

Zhejiang University 浙江大学  

UMIRSERIK Akhmetov  Kazakhstan�� Master of Public Administration �
៣ὄ�� ��ේظ៣ߢ �ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

FATEMEH Bikaranhajiagha  � Iran� Master of Public Administration
ਞূ�� ն๔�� ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

CHAE Ye Seul Korea�� Master of Public Administration�
ᠧ�� ᶥ�� �ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

HIKMATULLAH Dost Mohammad Afghanistan� Master of Public Administration�
Ḙᇙ�� ᴨ�� ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

ITO Yoshimi  Japan� Master of Public Administration�
նᡕႡᗦ�� ෭�� �ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

JHA Tilak   India�� Master of Public Administration �
๖ଂ�� ��ଶܦ ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

SOUVANXAY Keungdala Laos  Master of Public Administration   
ᗦᅎ�� ᘌ�� ��ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

KIM Muyphea  Cambodia�� Master of Public Administration��
ᄞᗦ៘�� ຳऌ�� ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

KIM So Yeon  Korea  Master of Public Administration   
ᰂᔰৃ�� ᶥ�� �ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول �

KIM Taek� Korea  Master of Public Administration   
ᰂ၂�� ᶥ�� ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

MEHER Afroj Lutfa  �� Bangladesh  Master of Public Administration   
Ṽ�� ਈے�� �ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

ORACHORN Saechang  �� Thailand  Master of Public Administration   
ୟးሳ�� း�� ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

SURINPORN Suwan  �� Thailand   Master of Public Administration
ই�� း�� �ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول

Zaw Tu Hkawng Myanmar  Master of Public Administration   
��ὄي᩶ ᖜኬ�� ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓول
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Alumni Stories
ጯᨲඳԪ

Always a builder of communities, Myanmar native Zaw Tu 
Hkawng organized the “Empowering Refugee Students 
Workshop” in November 2015 to connect over 200 refugee 
students from seven countries.  Held in Malaysia and 
involving students from 7 countries, including Myanmar, 
India and Pakistan, Zaw Tu Hkawng directed this program 
“to inspire and motivate refugee students in Malaysia, 
nurture them with information and awareness, and connect 
them with […AFLSP Scholars], the future leaders of Asia.” 

With the help of 3 other AFLSP Scholars whom he met 
during the BXAI Summer Program 2015, Zaw Tu Hkawng 
organized open forums where participants delivered 
talks on subjects such as overcoming challenges in new 
environments or achieving one's dreams.   

Zaw Tu Hkawng attributes his program’s international 
outlook to his overseas education which instilled in him 
the value of critical thinking, group problem solving and 
intercultural understanding. 

“The AFLSP not only o"ered me the huge knowledge 
I needed,” said Zaw Tu Hkawng, “but it also made me 
become a meaningful and useful person for the local and 
global community.”

Through living with Scholars from East Asian countries such 
as Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar over his 2 years 
at Zhejiang University, Zaw Tu Hkawng learned that local 
issues often stem from regional problems, and recognized 
how “everything is interconnected” in the South East Asia 
region.  With this in mind, Zaw Tu Hkawng advises future 
AFLSP Scholars to come with an issue that concerns them, 
and optimize the many opportunities during their tenure to 
gain broader and deeper insight. 
 
“This would make conversations with peers and professors 
more productive during the Program,” he said, “and 
increase their chances [… of solving] the problem together.”

In April 2017, Zaw Tu Hkawng and his brother will host a 
workshop for students in Myanmar titled the “Harvest 
Generation Conference.”  He also has hopes of eventually 
running a youth workshop in Bangkok or Chiang Mai.

Originally from the Chinese port city of Wenzhou and 
now living and working in Tokyo, Ken credits his study 
abroad experience for preparing him for “communication 
under global contexts.” 

“Bai Xian made me realize that there are so many global 
and regional issues that need to be solved… there are 
many young scholars who are studying related fields, 
such as Environmental Engineering, and are preparing 
themselves to solve these issues.”

Encouraged by what he learned at BXAI Summer 
Program 2015 and his 2 years at a Japanese graduate 
business school, Ken hopes to contribute to the long-
term improvement of Sino-Japan relations in the business 
world.  

When asked about his advice to future cohorts of AFLSP 
Scholars, Ken replied that one should not take his/ her 
experience for granted: 

“Studying at a top school, enjoying financial support, 
attending international events… on the surface, it seems 
like I worked hard so that I was selected.  But it is not 
the whole truth.  There are many other preconditions, 
such as peaceful environment, support from great 
people, and luck.  Enjoying more resources means more 
responsibilities as well.”

牐����ଙ��์牧ێୌᦡᘒۘ܄ὄӞፗԅᐒيᖜኬᳩय़ጱ᩶ࣁ
՜ࣁḘᥜԵ౮ᒈԧ̿ଆۗᵙ࿆ኞૡ֢ਰ鿞牧ଆۗԧ᩻ᬦ
ਹጱᵙ࿆ኞ牐ଶ݊૬चේᒵӠӻܦᛔᖜኬ牏ݷ���
᭗ᬦᬯӻଘݣ牧՜ࣁḘᥜԵጱᵙ࿆ኞग़ളᩒᦔ
ၚۖጱጯᨲᘏժᬰᤈԻےӞ᩸݇ݶᐒտ牧ଚἩۜ՜ժဳى
ၞ牐

ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����Ӿᕮᦩԧӣ֖ࣁὄي᩶
ጯᨲᘏ牧ࣁ՜ժጱଆۗӥ牧᩶يὄԈېԧग़ӻلᦞࣚ牐
ᤒᥠ牧ֺইই֜ᶎෛሾहጱݎᘏ੪ᦓ᷌ےᦞࣚӾ牧݇ࣁ
݊ই֜ਫሿమᒵ牐

ݑԅ՜ളࢩᴬଘ牧ฎکὄᦊԅᬯӻᶱፓԏಅզᚆᬡي᩶
ᬦၹक़රᙙጱᦒᕞ牐ᬯᦏ՜กጮಢڣᘍ牏ࢫᴚ֢ݳቘᥴ
۸ጱ᯿ᥝ牐

鿝ॹᰂᦇښӧ֕ᦏ౯឴౯ᵱᥝጱᎣᦩ牧ๅᦏ౯ࣁࢿզ
ᛗقቖᐒᗭ୮Ӿഀݎಅᳩ牧؉ํԎጱԪఘ牐鿞᩶يὄ᧔牐

牏ᘌ牏ຳऌၭय़ጱӷଙԟ᯾牧Өᛔးࣁὄي᩶
ᖜኬᒵӧݶਹጱጯᨲᘏӞ᩸ኞၚ牐ᬯጱᕪܲᦏ՜
กጮӳܖԵጱ܄ᳯ᷌鿝ሾሾፘಕ鿞牐՜๕๚ጱጯᨲ
ᘏݢզႮفᛔ૩ఽي᪁ጱᦓ᷌牧ଚ࠺አᩒრտ牧਼ᛔ
૩ጱ፲ኴ牐

රദԏᳵጱᦾๅᬃݶὄ᧔э鿝ᬯጱොୗᚆᦏӨي᩶
౮ຎ牧ीݶوےᥴ٬ᳯ᷌ጱտ牐鿞

ېኞԈᖜኬԅ୮ࣁὄਖ਼Ө՜ጱي����ଙ�์牧᩶ࣁ
鿝ෛӞդᶆଙտᦓ鿞ૡ֢牐՜๕๚Ԟᚆํտ่ࣁᨕ
ႴᬧԈېᬯጱၚۖ牐

ሿӳՂጱᴯᨲᛔӾჅ牧՜ᦊԅၹक़ኸጱᕪֵܲ՜
ๅᚆᭇଫ鿝قቖᙧวӥጱԻၞ鿞牐

鿝ጯᨲᦏ౯กጮํکᦜग़قቖ܄ऒጱᦓ᷌ᵱᥝᥴ٬牐
உग़ଙጱጯᨲᘏྋࣁධሾहૡᑕᒵፘىጱ᧞ᑕ牧ԅ
ᥴ٬ፘ橕ᳯ᷌ᘒؙ॓Ꭳᦩᕪḵ牐鿞

ᴯᨲࣁᕮጯᨲา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����ӷଙ෭ࠟᴺጱ
ԟݸ牧๗๕ᛔ૩ਖ਼ᚆԅӾ෭ӷᩆฃጱᳩᬱݎ֢ڊᨯ
ሠ牐

ᳯک๚ጱጯᨲᘏጱୌᦓ牧ᴯᨲፗ՜ժӧଫᥤኸ
ጱᕪḵԅቘಅ୮ᆐ物

鿝౯ᚆड़ࣁսᐹय़ԡ牏کᕪၧᩒۗզ݊݇Өᴬጱ
ၚۖꔇꔇᬯ֒Ԓ᮷ฎ᭗ᬦ౯ጱۘێᘒ឴ጱ牧ݢฎᬯଚᶋԪ
ਫጱق᮱牐ํஉग़ٌ՜ጱ᯿ᥝկ౮੪ԧ౯牧ֺইଘጱᐒ
տय़ሾह牏ᬃڹ㮉ጱඪ೮牧ᬮํঅᬩ牐౯ఽᥧᩒრ឴᩼
ग़牧ᨱձ᩼ฎ᯿य़牐鿞

Zaw Tu Hkawng ᩶يὄ
Zaw Tu Hkawng is an AFLSP Scholar from the 2014 
cohort who pursued a Master of Public Administration 
degree at Zheijiang University.  Since his graduation 
in June 2016, Tu Hkawng has been applying his 
knowledge and experience to being a peace-maker 
focused on youth empowerment.  

ᓕቘᏗॊᶱፓጱጯᨲول����ଙ੪ၭय़ࣁὄฎي᩶
ᘏ牐ᛔ����ଙ�์ླӱզ牧᩶يὄӞፗձଘֵᘏጱ
ᜋ牧ᑌຄଆۗᶆଙी୩מஞᚆێ牐

CHEN Xian (Ken) ᴯᨲ 
 “Ken” CHEN Xian is a recent graduate of Hitotsubashi 
University where he completed an MBA in the 
Graduate School of International Corporate Strategy 
(ICS). He joined the BXAI Summer Program 2015 as 
a Scholar and returned in 2016 as a Group Instructor.  
He is currently a Product Manager in a Japanese 
e-commerce company.

ᴯᨲ๋ᬪӞय़ᴬմӱኼᎸᑪኞᴺླӱ牧ଚݐԧ
ૡࠟᓕቘᏗॊ֖牐ࣁ����ଙ牧՜֢ԅጯᨲᘏ݇ےԧጯᨲ
ԵၖᎸᑪᴺጱา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ牧ଚӬࣁ����ଙ՜զੜᕟጱ
ղ᯿ᬬา๗᧞ᑕ牐ሿࣁ牧՜ࣁ෭Ӟಅኪৼࠟӱݪلձᘳ
Ծߝᕪቘ牐



BX Alumni Initiative Award
ጯᨲ�Alumni Initiative Award

Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award (AIA) was launched in August 2016 to support Bai Xian alumni to 
develop socially responsible action plans.  Our alumni are encouraged to work together in teams across 
campuses and borders to address critical challenges faced by Asia’s communities, environments and 
economies.  These challenges fall into the following categories: 

• Aging Society and Women’s Role in Asia

• Influence of Popular Culture in East Asia

• Long-lasting peace in East Asia 

• Poverty Issues in Asia & Globalization

• Science & Sustainability

Selected finalists will present their action plans in front of an esteemed panel of judges at the first AIA 
pitch session.  Scheduled to take place in Taipei at the BXAI Summer Program 2017, the AIA will award 
the winning team a cash prize and seed funding to take its idea forward.  

ጯᨲ�Alumni Initiative Award (AIA) ԭ2016ଙ8์౮ᒈ牧ඪ೮ጯᨲํڥԭᐒտጱᤈۖᦇښ牐ᎸᑪᴺἩۜ
ԏᳵ໊ࢮ牏ኴጱ֢ݳ牧ݶوᥴ٬Եၖᐒ܄牏ሾहᕪၧᒵݱොᶎጱ牐୮Ӿ۱ೡғ

• ӳԵጱᘌἻ۸ᐒտӨঀ֖

• ၞᤈ۸ࣁӳԵԏێߥ

• ӳԵጱᳩ๗ଘ

• Եၖጱᨹᑫᳯ᷌Өقቖ۸

• ᑀӨݢ೮ᖅݎ

牐牧սᙯښӞռӫӱጱᦧਭᴏᬿٌᦇݻᤒḒ�AIA ໜᄍᦖ牧ݎ۹Ԉᤈጱา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����Ӥ牧ݣࣁᘏਖ਼ࢱف
ᴚշਖ਼឴Ӟᒟॹᰂ֢ԅۖސᩒᰂ牧զۗ՜ժ៧ਫᦇښ牐
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Preview : BXAI Summer Program 2017
毆ޞ物ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ2017

The third BXAI Summer Program will be run in conjunction with Taiwan University from 31 July to 16 
August 2017. 

Centered around this year’s theme of ‘Sustainability and Entrepreneurship’, the BXAI Summer Program 
2017 will take place in Taiwan’s capital city and cultural hub, Taipei, and the Xitou Nature Education 
Area, which sits in the beautiful mountainous region of Nantou County.  We expect 130 students from 
16 of our Anchor and Participating Universities to join us to learn, share, have fun, and form cross-
cultural friendships that will continue to flourish beyond their two-and-a-half weeks in Taiwan.

In the first week, participants will stay in Xitou and take part in ‘hands-on’ activities to explore 
environmental and sustainability issues while enjoying Taiwan’s natural landscape and beauty.  Other 
activities will include exciting team-building events, public speaking workshops, sports, and hiking. 

Returning to Taipei in the second week, participants will learn from and interact with leading individuals 
from a variety of industries and sectors.  They will also participate in sessions focused on personal 
development, arts and culture, and experience Taiwan’s unique lifestyle through visits to night markets, 
climbing the Elephant Mountain and joining a tour of Tamsui River. 

We will hold the first Bai Xian Alumni Initiative Award pitch session in the third and final week of 
the Summer Program.  Students and judges will hear proposals from Bai Xian alumni on tackling 
some of Asia’s critical social, environmental, and economic challenges.  Finally, participants will give 
presentations on their research and conclusions on chosen topics on the last day of the Summer 
Program before joining our partners, friends of Bai Xian, and the rest of the Bai Xian Community for 
an evening of celebrations at our Closing Ceremony and gala dinner. 
 

ጯᨲԵၖᎸᑪᴺਖ਼ԭ����ଙ�์��෭ᛗ�์��෭ݣࣁკय़Ԉېᒫӣา๗ս۸᧞ᑕ牐

ಭ݅ጱყ१ᛔܖ牧զ֖݊ԭ૱۹ݣკጱ۸ຑᕘӾஞݣࣁӱ鿞ጱԆ᷌牧า๗ս۸᧞ᑕ����ਖ਼ڠ೮ᖅӨݢᕰ鿝ࢱ
ᆐරᙙ܄ࢮԈᤈ牐౯ժਖ਼ᬨളᛔ��ಅ໐ஞय़݇Өय़ጱ���֖ኞ牧Ө౯ժړݶوՁளԔᖩ᭜۸ጱᳩ
ԋ᧩牐

ᒫӞޮ牧ኞտࣁყ१݇Өݱᔄጱਫ᪢ၚ݄ۖറᔱሾहӨݢ೮ᖅጱᦓ᷌牧ଚՁݣݑკጱᛔᆐᷚط牐ኞᬮտ݇
Өࢫᴚ֢ݳၚۖ牏لᄍᦖૡ֢զ݊Ձݑᬩۖᬱ᪃牐

ᒫԫޮ牧ኞਖ਼ᬬ۹ݣࢧ牧ӨᛔӧݶᤈӱᶾऒጱӫਹԻၞ牐ݶ牧ኞԞտ݇ىํےङِӻՈᚆێᜏ۸ጱ᧞झ牧�
՜㮉ᬮ䨝ᦢज़૱牏ጭઊᥦႨမ牧զ֛ḵݣკᇿᇙጱ۸ၚۖ牐

า๗ս۸᧞ᑕጱᒫӣޮԽฎၚ㵕ጱ๋ݸӞޮ牧Ꮈᑪᴺਖ਼տԈېᒫӞጯᨲ� Alumni Initiative Award ໜᄍᦖ牐
牧ኞӨᦧਭտਖ਼ᘰލጯᨲই֜薹٬ӞԶԵၖӸષጱᐒտ牏ሾहᕪၧጱොໜ牐๋ݸ牧ኞժਖ਼ಸ՜
ժಅጱ᧞᷌Ꮈᑪಸޞ牧ଚӨ౯ժጱ֢ݳվ֎牏ጯᨲԏ牧զٌ݊՜ጯᨲᐒᗭጱ౮ާӞݶ㷢ےᳮَᐑզ݊ଣ
ᐞภ牐
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

GOVERNORS’ REPORT

MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS

No contract concerning the management and administration of the whole or any substantial 
part of the business of the Company was entered into or existed during the year.

PERMITTED INDEMNITY PROVISIONS

At no time during the financial year and up to the date of this Report, there was or is, any 
permitted indemnity provision being in force for the benefit of any of the Governors of the 
Company (whether made by the Company or otherwise) or an associated company (if made 
by the Company).

BUSINESS REVIEW

The Company is exempted from preparing a business review for the financial year.

AUDITOR

A resolution will be proposed at the forthcoming annual general meeting of the Company to 
re-appoint BDO Limited as auditor.

On behalf of the Governors

CHAO Wei Ting Ronna

Hong Kong, 

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

GOVERNORS’ REPORT

The Governors present their report and the audited financial statements for the year ended  
31 December 2016.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY

The principal activity of the Company is implementing scholarship and education programs.

LIABILITY OF MEMBERS

The Company is incorporated under the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance as a company 
limited by guarantee and accordingly, has no issued share capital.  The liability of each of the 
individual member is limited to HK$100.

RESULTS

The financial performance of the Company for the year ended 31 December 2016 and the 
financial position of the Company as at that date are set out in the financial statements on 
pages 6 to 23.

CHARITABLE DONATIONS

Total donations made by the Company for charitable purposes during the year amounted to 
US$445,906.

GOVERNORS

The Governors of the Company during the year and up to the date of this report are as follows:

CHAO Wei Ting Ronna  
CHAO Kee Tung  
LEE Yeh Kwong Charles 
LEONG Chi Yan John 
MA Yung Kit 
MONG Tak Yeung David 
OGINO Masaaki 
WATARI Shinichiro 
ZHANG Junsheng 

There being no provision in the Company’s Articles of Association to the contrary, all 
Governors continue in office for the forthcoming year.



INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee)

Opinion

We have audited the financial statements of  Bai Xian Asia Institute Limited (the “Company”) 
set out on pages 6 to 23, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 
2016, and the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, statement of changes 
in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial 
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.

In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of 
the Company as at 31 December 2016, and of its financial performance and cash flows for the 
year then ended in accordance with Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards issued by the 
Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“HKICPA”) and have been properly 
prepared in compliance with the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance.

Basis for Opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with Hong Kong Standards on Auditing (“HKSAs”) 
issued by the HKICPA. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the 
“Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements” section of our report. 
We are independent of the Company in accordance with the HKICPA’s “Code of Ethics for 
Professional Accountants” (the Code), and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities 
in accordance with the Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Other Information

The Governors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the 
information included in the Governors’ report but does not include the financial statements 
and our auditor’s report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not 
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent 
with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to 
be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a 
material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have 
nothing to report in this regard.

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee)

Governors’ Responsibilities for the Financial Statements

The Governors are responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true 
and fair view in accordance with Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards issued by the 
HKICPA and the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance, and for such internal control as the 
Governors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the Governors of the Company are responsible for 
assessing the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the 
Governors either intend to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic 
alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as 
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue 
an auditor’s report that includes our opinion.  This report is made solely to you, as a body, 
in accordance with Section 405 of the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance, and for no other 
purpose. We do not assume responsibility towards or accept liability to any other person for 
the contents of this report.

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit 
conducted in accordance with HKSAs will always detect a material misstatement when it 
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually 
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of 
users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with HKSAs, we exercise professional judgment and 
maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:

•  identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain 
audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk 
of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting 
from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, 
or the override of internal control.

•  obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control.

•  evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by the Governors.

3 4



BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016

Note 2016 2015

US$ US$

Income 5 2,606,500 1,634,618

Other gains and losses 6 387,111 (465,977)

Administrative expenses (2,334,445) (1,205,047)

Surplus/(deficit) before income tax 7 659,166 (36,406)

Income tax expense - -
Surplus/(deficit) and total comprehensive 
incomefor the year

659,166 (36,406)

5 6

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED
(incorporated in Hong Kong as a company limited by guarantee)

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements - Continued

•  conclude on the appropriateness of the Governors’ use of the going concern basis of 
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists 
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to 
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required 
to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements 
or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on 
the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or 
conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.

•  evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including 
the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and 
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the Governors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and 
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in 
internal control that we identify during our audit. 

BDO Limited
Certified Public Accountants
Tam Kwok Yiu
Practising Certificate Number P02575

Hong Kong, 
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016

Operating 
fund

Scholarship
fund

Endowment
fund Total

US$ US$ US$ US$
(note 14) (note 14) (note 14)

As at 1 January 2015 (8,198) - - (8,198)

Endowment donations received
   (note 14) - - 10,000,000 10,000,000

(Deficit) and total comprehensive
income for the year 187,391 272,029 (495,826) (36,406)

As at 31 December 2015 and 
1 January 2016 179,193 272,029 9,504,174 9,955,396

Surplus and total comprehensive
income for the year 83,241  229,094 346,831 659,166

As at 31 December 2016 262,434 501,123 9,851,005 10,614,562

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2016

Note 2016 2015
US$ US$

Non-current assets
Plant and equipment 11 29,579 38,409
Total non-current assets 29,579 38,409

Current assets
Investments at fair value through profit or loss 12 9,851,005 9,504,174
Other receivables and deposits 13 588,605 234,921
Cash and bank balances 267,300 261,435

Total current assets 10,706,910 10,000,530

Current liabilities
Other payables and accruals (121,927) (83,543)

Total current liabilities (121,927) (83,543)

Net current assets 10,584,983 9,916,987

NET ASSETS 10,614,562 9,955,396

Representing:
Operating fund 14 262,434 179,193
Scholarship fund 14 501,123 272,029
Endowment fund 14 9,851,005 9,504,174

TOTAL FUNDS 10,614,562 9,955,396

On behalf of the Governors

CHAO Wei Ting Ronna
Governor

CHAO Kee Tung
Governor
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2016

1. GENERAL 
Bai Xian Asia Institute Limited is a company limited by guarantee incorporated in Hong Kong. Its 
registered office and principal place of business is located at 1/F Novel Industrial Building, 850-870 Lai 
Chi Kok Road, Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon, Hong Kong. 

The principal activity of the Company is implementing scholarship and education programs.

Each member of the Company undertakes to contribute an amount not exceeding HK$100 to the assets of 
the Company in the event of its being wound up.  The Company had 5 members as at 31 December 2016.

2. ADOPTION OF HONG KONG FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS (“HKFRSs”)

 (a) Adoption of new/revised HKFRSs - effective 1 January 2016
  HKFRSs (Amendments)  Annual Improvements 2012-2014 Cycle
  Amendments to HKAS 1  Disclosure Initiative

The adoption of these amendments has no material effect on the Company’s financial statements.

(b) New/revised HKFRSs that have been issued but are not yet effective 
The following new/revised HKFRSs, potentially relevant to the Company’s financial statements, 
have been issued but are not yet effective and have not been early adopted by the Company. 

Amendments to HKAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows1

Amendments to HKAS 12 Income Taxes1

HKFRS 9 Financial Instruments2

HKRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers2

Amendments to HKFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers2

HKFRS 16 Leases3

  
  1 Effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017
  2 Effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018
  3 Effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019

The Company is in the process of making an assessment of the potential impact of these new/
revised HKFRSs and the Governors so far considered that the application of these new/revised 
HKFRSs will have no material impact on the Company’s financial statements.

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016

2016 2015
US$ US$

Cash flows from operating activities

Surplus/(Deficit) before income tax expense 659,166 (36,406)

Adjustments for:
Depreciation on plant and equipment 18,213 8,423
Dividend income (91,330) (47,580)
Interest income (412) (782)
Service charge on investments at fair value through

profit or loss 39,880 29,849
Fair value (gain)/loss on investments at fair value

through profit or loss (294,996) 514,339

Operating surplus before working capital changes 330,521 467,843
Increase in other receivables (353,684) (234,639)
Increase in other payables and accruals 38,384 65,287

Net cash generated from operating activities 15,221 298,491

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of investments at fair value through

profit or loss - (10,000,000)
Interest income 27 -
Purchase of plant and equipment (9,383) (37,056)

Net cash used in investing activities (9,356) (10,037,056)

Cash flows from financing activities
Endowment donations received - 10,000,000

Net cash generated from financing activities - 10,000,000

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 5,865 261,435

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 261,435 -

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year
    -representing cash and bank balances 267,300 261,435
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BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2016

3. BASIS OF PREPARATION 

 (a) Statement of compliance
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with all applicable Hong Kong 
Financial Reporting Standards, Hong Kong Accounting Standards and Interpretations 
(hereinafter collectively referred to as the “HKFRSs”) and the provisions of the Hong Kong 
Companies Ordinance which concern the preparation of financial statements.

(b) Basis of measurement
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost basis.

(c) Functional and presentation currency
 The financial statements are presented in United States dollars (“US$”), which is the   
 functional currency of the Company.

4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
 (a) Plant and equipment

Plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated 
impairment losses.

The cost of plant and equipment includes its purchase price and the costs directly attributable 
to the acquisition of the items.

Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate 
asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with 
the item will flow to the Company and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. The 
carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.  All other repairs and maintenance are 
recognised as an expense in statement of income and expenditure during the financial year 
in which they are incurred.
Plant and equipment are depreciated so as to write off their cost or valuation net of expected 
residual value over their estimated useful lives on a straight-line basis. The useful lives, 
residual value and depreciation method are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end 
of each reporting year.  The principal annual depreciation rate is 331/3%.

An asset is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if its carrying amount is 
higher than the asset’s estimated recoverable amount.

The gain or loss on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment is the difference 
between the net sale proceeds and its carrying amount, and is recognised in statement of 
income and expenditure on disposal.

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2016

4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued

(a) Plant and equipment- Continued
Government grants related to assets, including non-monetary grants at fair value, shall be 
presented in the statement of financial position either by setting up the grant as deferred 
income or by deducting the grant in arriving at the carrying amount of the asset. The company 
deducted grant in calculating the carrying amount of the asset. The grant is recognised in 
profit or loss over the life of a depreciable asset as a reduced depreciation expense.

 (b) Impairment of plant and equipment
At the end of each reporting year, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of plant and 
equipment to determine whether there is any indication that those assets have suffered an 
impairment loss or an impairment loss previously recognised no longer exists or may have 
decreased.

If the recoverable amount (i.e. the greater of the fair value less costs to sell and value in use) 
of an asset is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset is 
reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is recognised as an expense immediately.

Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to 
the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, to the extent that the increased carrying amount 
does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss 
been recognised for the asset in prior years.  A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised as 
income immediately.

 (c) Financial instruments  
  (i) Financial assets

 Loans and receivables

These assets are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments 
that are not quoted in an active market.  They are initially measured at fair value 
plus transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the financial 
assets. Subsequent to initial recognition, they are carried at amortised cost using the 
effective interest method, less any identified impairment losses.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2016

4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued

 (i) Financial instruments - Continued

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Financial assets are designated upon initial recognition as at fair value through profit or loss 
if the following criteria are met: (i) the designation eliminates or significantly reduces the 
inconsistent treatment that would otherwise arise from measuring the assets or recognising 
gains or loss on them on a different basis; (ii) the assets are part of a group of financial 
assets which is managed and its performance evaluated on a fair value basis according 
to a documented management strategy; or (iii) the financial asset contains an embedded 
derivative that would need to be separately recorded.

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognised at fair value plus 
transaction costs.  Subsequent to initial recognition, financial assets at fair value through 
profit or loss are measured at fair value, with changes in fair value recognised in the statement 
income and expenditure the year in which they arise.

Gains or losses on these financial assets are recognised in the statement of income and 
expenditure.

(ii) Impairment loss on financial assets

For loans and receivables

An impairment loss is recognised in the statement of income and expenditure when there is 
objective evidence that a financial asset is impaired, and is measured as the difference between 
the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted 
at the original effective interest rate. The carrying amount of a financial asset is reduced 
through the use of an allowance account. When any part of a financial asset is determined as 
uncollectible, it is written off against the allowance account for the relevant financial asset.

Impairment losses are reversed in subsequent years when an increase in the asset’s recoverable 
amount can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, 
subject to a restriction that the carrying amount of the asset at the date the impairment is 
reversed does not exceed what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not 
been recognised.

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2016

4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued

(c) Financial instruments - Continued
 (iii) Financial liabilities

The Company has one category of financial liabilities being financial liabilities at amortised 
cost.  They are initially measured at fair value, net of directly attributable costs incurred, and 
subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective interest method.  The related 
interest expense is recognised in the statement of income and expenditure.

Gains or losses are recognised in the statement of income and expenditure when the liabilities 
are derecognised as well as through the amortisation process.

  (iv) Effective interest method

The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial asset 
or financial liability and of allocating interest income or interest expense over the relevant year.  
The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts or 
payments through the expected life of the financial asset or liability, or where appropriate, a 
shorter period.

  (v) Derecognition of financial assets and liabilities

The Company derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to future cash flows 
in relation to the financial asset expire or when the financial asset has been transferred and the 
transfer meets the criteria for derecognition in accordance with HKAS 39.

Financial liabilities are derecognised when the obligation specified in the relevant contract is 
discharged, cancelled or expired.

 (d) Recognition of income 
  Donations are recognised as income when the right to receive payment is established.  

 Spe cific donations related to acquisition of plant and equipment are credited to cost of the 
assets purchased.

Interest income is accrued on a time basis on the principal outstanding at the applicable 
interest rate.

Dividend income is recognised when the right to receive the dividend is established. 
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4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued

 (e) Foreign currency 
Transactions entered into by the Company in currencies other than the currency of the 
primary economic environment in which it operates (the “functional currency”) are recorded 
at the rates ruling when the transactions occur.  Foreign currency monetary assets and 
liabilities are translated at the rates ruling at the end of the reporting year. Non-monetary 
items carried at fair value that are denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the 
rates prevailing on the date when the fair value was determined. Non-monetary items that 
are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are not retranslated.

Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items, and on the translation of 
monetary items, are recognised in the statement of income and expenditure in the year in 
which they arise. Exchange differences arising on the retranslation of non-monetary items 
carried at fair value are included in the statement of income and expenditure for the year 
except for differences arising on the retranslation of non-monetary items in respect of which 
gains and losses are recognised in other comprehensive income, in which case, the exchange 
differences are also recognised in other comprehensive income.

(f) Employee benefits

 (i) Short term employee benefits
Short term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits) that are 
expected to be settled wholly before twelve months after the end of the reporting period in 
which the employees render the related service.  Short term employee benefits are recognised 
in the reporting period when the employees render the related service.

 (ii) Defined contribution retirement plan
  Contributions to defined contribution retirement plans are recognised as an expense in the 

statement of income and expenditure when the services are rendered by the employees.

(g) Provisions and contingent liabilities
 Provisions are recognised for liabilities of uncertain timing or amount when the Company has a legal 

or constructive obligation arising as a result of a past event, which will probably result in an outflow of 
economic benefits that can be reasonably estimated. 

 
 Where it is not probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required, or the amount cannot be 

estimated reliably, the obligation is disclosed as a contingent liability, unless the probability of outflow 
of economic benefits is remote.  Possible obligations, the existence of which will only be confirmed 
by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more future events, are also disclosed as contingent 
liabilities unless the probability of outflow of economic benefits is remote.

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2016

4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued

 (h) Related parties

(a) A person or a close member of that person’s family is related to the Company if that person:

 (i)  has control or joint control over the Company;
 (ii)  has significant influence over the Company; or
 (iii)  is a member of key management personnel of the Company’s parent.

(b) An entity is related to the Company if any of the following conditions apply:

 (i)  The entity and the Company are members of the same group.
 (ii) One entity is an associate or joint venture of the other entity (or an associate or  joint 

venture of a member of a group of which the other entity is a member).
 (iii)  Both entities are joint ventures of the same third party.
 (iv)  One entity is a joint venture of a third entity and the other entity is an associate of the 

third entity.
 (v)  The entity is a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of the employees of the  

Company or an entity related to the Company.
 (vi)  The entity is controlled or jointly controlled by a person identified in (a).
 (vii)  A person identified in (a)(i) has significant influence over the entity or is a member of 

key management personnel of the entity (or of a parent of the entity).

Close members of the family of a person are those family members who may be expected  
to influence, or be influenced by, that person in their dealings with the entity and include:

(i)  that person’s children and spouse or domestic partner;
(ii)  children of that person’s spouse or domestic partner; and
(iii)  dependents of that person or that person’s spouse or domestic partner.

5. INCOME
Income represents donations received during the year.

6. OTHER GAINS AND LOSSES
2016 2015
US$ US$

Fair value gain/(loss) on investments 294,996 (514,339)
Interest income 412 782
Dividend income 91,330 47,580
Sundry income 373 -

387,111 (465,977)
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7. SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) BEFORE INCOME TAX

Surplus/(deficit) before income tax is arrived at after charging:

2016 2015
US$ US$

Auditor’s remuneration 7,717 7,742
Depreciation of plant and equipment 18,213 8,423
Scholarship payments 445,906 227,713
Exchange (gain)/ loss (27,218) 229
Employee costs (note 8) 516,137 460,038

8. EMPLOYEE COSTS

Employee costs (including Governors’ emoluments) comprise:

2016 2015
US$ US$

Salaries and bonuses 505,073 452,426
Other short-term employee benefits - 631
Contribution to defined contribution retirement plans 11,064 6,981

516,137 460,038

9. GOVERNORS’ EMOLUMENTS

No emolument was paid or payable to the Governors during the year (2015: Nil).

10. INCOME TAX EXPENSE

The Company is exempt from Hong Kong Profits Tax under Section 88 of the Hong Kong Inland 
Revenue Ordinance as a charitable entity.

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2016

11. PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Furniture  
and fixtures

Computer  
hardware

and software Total
US$ US$ US$

Cost
At 1 January 2015 930 10,436 11,366
Additions 32,215 4,841 37,056
At 31 December 2015 and 1 January 2016 33,145 15,277 48,422
Additions 1,313 8,070 9,383

At 31 December 2016 34,458 23,347 57,805

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 January 2015 138 1,452 1,590
Charge for the year 4,044 4,379 8,423
At 31 December 2015 and 1 January 2016 4,182 5,831 10,013
Charge for the year 11,219 6,995 18,213

At 31 December 2016 15,401 12,826 28,226

Net book value
At 31 December 2016 19,057 10,521 29,579

At 31 December 2015 28,963 9,446 38,409

12. INVESTMENTS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS

2016 2015
US$ US$

At 1 January 9,504,174 10,000,000
Dividend income 91,330 47,580
Interest income 385 782
Service charge (39,880) (29,849)
Fair value gain/(loss) 294,996 (514,339)

At 31 December 9,851,005 9,504,174

The Company invests in an investment fund holding fixed deposits, equity and fixed income
investments, and mutual funds. 

The investment fund was designated upon recognition as financial assets at fair value through
profit or loss.
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13. OTHER RECEIVABLES AND DEPOSITS
2016 2015
US$ US$

Amount due from Bai Xian Education
Foundation Limited 500,283 234,618
Other receivables 88,303 284
Deposits 19 19

588,605 234,921

The amount due from Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited is unsecured, interest-free and 
repayable on demand.

14. FUNDS

Funds of the Company can be broadly grouped under three categories as follows: 

(i) Operating fund
Operating fund represents income and expenditure applicable to the Company’s regular 
operations.  

(ii) Scholarship fund
Scholarship fund represents donations restricted for supporting the Company’s scholarships.

(iii) Endowment fund
Endowment fund represents donations which are being held intact to build up a steady stream 
of income to support, and restricted for, the scholarship programs of the Company.

The endowment donations of US$10,000,000 were received from founding members in 2015.

15. COMMITMENTS

(a) The Company entered into agreements with several universities to provide scholarships.  
The Governors considered the following commitments in respect of scholarships that will be 
granted to existing approved scholars till the completion of their studies.

2016 2015
US$ US$

Contracted but not provided for in these
financial statements 501,665 472,500

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
31 DECEMBER 2016

15. COMMITMENTS - Continued
(b) On 1 January 2016, the Company entered into a funding agreement with a related company,  

Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited, for receiving funds of US$900,000 per annum to 
support the operations of the Company until 31 December 2017.

 The Governors considered the funds to be received under the non-cancellable funding  
agreement are as follows:

        
2016 2015
US$ US$

Not later than one year 900,000 900,000
Later than one year but not later than five years - 900,000

900,000 1,800,000

16. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

(a) During the reporting year, the Company entered into the following significant transactions with 
related parties:

 (i)  US$2,356,244 (2015: US$1,634,360) donations were received from a related
company, Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited; and

 (ii) US$250,000 (2015: US$Nil) donations were received from the founding members.

Pursuant to the funding agreement disclosed in note 15(b), the Company received  
US$900,000 donations in 2016 which have been included in the sum disclosed in note 16(a)(i).

Details of amount due from Bai Xian Education Foundation Limited as at 31 December 2016 
are disclosed in note 13.

(b) The Governors did not receive any remuneration for the year.  The remuneration of other 
members of key management during the year were as follows:

2016 2015
US$ US$

Salaries 247,642 258,065
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17. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT 
The main risks arising from the Company’s financial instruments are market risks (including foreign 
exchange risk and investment price risk), liquidity risk and credit risk. The policies for managing 
these risks are summarised below:

(a) Market risks

 (i) Foreign exchange risk

The currency gives rises to foreign currency risk is primarily Hong Kong dollar.  
The following table details the Company’s exposure at the end of the reporting year 
to currency risk arising from assets or liabilities denominated in a currency other than 
its functional currency.

Assets Liabilities
2016 2015 2016 2015
US$ US$ US$ US$

Hong Kong dollar 548,021 496,098 (121,927) (83,543)

Hong Kong dollar is pegged to US dollar and would not give rise to significant foreign 
exchange risk.  Accordingly, no sensitivity analysis has been prepared.

(ii) Investment price risk

The Company’s investments at fair value through profit or loss which is exposed 
to price risk. The investment policy is to have a diversified investment portfolio 
with an investment price risk exposure at an acceptable level in the Company’s 
circumstances.

Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis on investment price risk has been performed on the Company’s 
investments whose fair value or future cash flows will fluctuate because of changes 
in their corresponding or underlying assets’ prices.  If the prices of the respective 
instruments had been 8% higher or lower, the surplus for the year would decrease
or increase by US$771,672.

(b) Liquidity risk

 The Company’s policy is to regularly monitor its liquidity requirements to ensure that it 
maintains sufficient reserves of cash to meet its liquidity requirements in the short and long 
term.

BAI XIAN ASIA INSTITUTE LIMITED

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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17. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT - Continued

(b) Liquidity risk - Continued
Analysed below is the Company’s contractual maturities of all financial liabilities as at 31 December 
2016.  When the creditor has a choice of when the liability is settled, the liability is included on the basis 
of the earliest date on which the Company can be required to pay.

On demand or  
within 1 year

US$
2016
Other payables 16,166

2015
Other payables 68,439

(c) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that a counterparty will be unable or unwilling to pay amounts in full when due.

The major exposure to credit risk of the Company’s financial assets (comprising cash and bank balances, and 
investments at fair value through profit or loss) arises from default of the counterparty, with the maximum 
exposure equal to the carrying amount of these financial assets on the statement of financial position.

The Governors considered credit risk arising from the financial assets is minimal since they are placed with 
reputable financial institutions.

18. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS – CARRYING AMOUNT AND FAIR VALUE

 The Governors considered that the carrying amounts of the financial assets and financial liabilities  
 of the Company approximated their fair values at the end of the reporting year.

The following table shows the carrying amount and fair values of financial assets and liabilities as defined 
in note 4(c).

2016 2015
US$ US$

Financial assets
Other receivables and deposits 588,605 234,921
Investments at fair value through profit or loss (note) 9,851,005 9,504,174
Cash and bank balances 267,300 261,435

10,706,910 10,000,530
Financial liabilities
Other payables 16,166 68,439
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18. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS – CARRYING AMOUNT AND FAIR VALUE -   
Continued
Note: 

As at 31 December 2016, the Company’s investments (note 12) measured at fair value were 
determined with reference to inputs that were not based on observable market data (unobservable 
inputs) (i.e. Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy as defined by HKFRS 13).  There were no transfers 
to and from Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy during the year.

19. APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS   
The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the Governors on 
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